
9. Observation Equations

9.1 Phase Pseudoranges

Let us briefly discuss the observation equations. Only the most important aspects are discussed here.
For more information the reader is referred to e.g. [Rothacher, 1992], [Mervart, 1995]. Let us use
the following notation:� �����

is the signal reception time (GPS time),��� �����
is the reading of the receiver clock at the signal reception time,� � �����
is the error of the receiver clock at time

�
with respect to GPS time. The signal recep-

tion time
�

may be written as �����	��
 � ���
(9.1) �����

is the signal traveling time,
r
������� �����

is the position of receiver � at signal reception time
�
,

r � ����
  ������� is the position of the satellite � at signal emission time
��
  and� � � �����

is the geometrical distance between satellite � (at signal emission time
��
  ) and re-

ceiver � (at signal reception time
�
).

The geometric distance � � � may be written as � � � ���  (9.2)

(
�

is the velocity of light) and at the same time as� � � ���
r
��������


r � ����
  ����� (9.3)

Using the approximation
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(9.5)

The GPS receiver measures the difference between two phases. The basic form of the observation
equation may be written as follows5 �6 � ����� �87 6 �0������
-7 �6 ����
  �21-9 �6 �;: (9.6)

where
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9. Observation Equations5 �6 � ����� �����
is the phase measurement (in cycles) at epoch

�
and frequency F,7 6 ������� �����

is the phase generated by the receiver oscillator at signal reception time
�
,7 � 6 ����
  ������� is the phase of the carrier at emission time

��
  , and9 � 6 � �����
is the unknown integer number of cycles (the so-called initial phase ambiguity).

Using a Taylor series development we may rewrite the last equation as5 �6 � ����� �87 6 ��������
-7 �6 �����21 =< 6 1-9 �6 � : (9.7)

where < 6 is the frequency of the carrier. The difference7 6 �0������
-7 �6 �����
is zero in the case of ideal oscillators and is equal to� � ��
 � � � < 6
if the receiver clock error

� �
and the satellite clock error

� � are taken into account. The observation
equation is then given by 5 �6 � ����� ��� � �>
 � � � < 6 1 ?< 6 1@9 �6 � � (9.8)

Multiplying this equation by the wavelength A 6 we receiveB � 6 � � � � � 1@� � �>
C� � � 1 AED 9 � 6 � � (9.9)

9.2 Code Pseudoranges

Using the known codes modulated onto the GPS carriers, the GPS receivers are able to measure the
quantity F �� ���>�����G1 � �H��
I����
  1 � � ��� : (9.10)

which is called pseudorange (because of the biases caused by satellite and receiver clock errors. Us-
ing the geometrical distance � � � the equation may be written asF �6 � � � � � 1@� � �>
C� � � � (9.11)

9.3 Receiver Clocks

We will see in the section 9.5 that the term
� � �

in eqns. (9.9) and (9.11) may be eliminated by form-
ing the differences of the measurements to two satellites (the term

� � � may be eliminated using the
differences between two receivers). This does not mean, however, that in the differences the receiver
clock error

� �
is completely eliminated. By looking at eqns. (9.1) and (9.3) it becomes clear, that to

compute the geometric distance between the satellite and the receiver at time
�

(in GPS time scale)
the receiver clock error

� �
has to be known to correct the reading of the receiver clock

���� � � ����� � � � � ���	�J
 � �H��� (9.12)
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9.4 Measurement Biases

By taking the time derivative of thus equation we obtain

d � � � �'
 !� � � d
� � : (9.13)

where
!� � � is the radial velocity of the satellite with respect to the receiver. This velocity is zero if the

satellite is at the point of closest approach and may reach values up to 900 m
(
s K2L for zenith distancesMONQP 3 o. d � � � may be interpreted as the error in the distance � � � we make, when assuming an error


d
� �

in the receiver clock synchronization with the GPS time. We conclude that the error
�
d � � � � in

the geometric distance � � � induced by a receiver clock error
�
d
� �R�

will be smaller than 1 mm if the
receiver clock error

�
d
� �/�

is smaller than SUT s.

9.4 Measurement Biases

The phase measurements and the code pseudoranges are affected by both, systematic errors and ran-
dom errors. There are many sources of the systematic errors (satellite orbits, clocks, propagation me-
dium, receiver clocks, relativistic effects, antenna phase center variations, etc.) In the Bernese GPS
Software all relevant systematic errors are carefully modeled. Here we discuss only two kinds of
systematic errors, namely tropospheric and ionospheric refraction.V � � � ����� is the so-called tropospheric refraction. It is the effect of the neutral (i.e. the non-ionized)

part of the earth’s atmosphere. It is important that tropospheric refraction does not depend
on the frequency and that the effect is the same for phase measurements and code meas-
urements.W �� �����
is the so-called ionospheric refraction. The ionosphere is a dispersive medium for mi-
crowave signals, which means that the refractive index for GPS signals is frequency-
dependent.

In a first (but excellent) approximation ionospheric refraction is proportional toS< $ :
where < is the carrier frequency. In our notation the term

W �� is the effect of the ionosphere on the first
carrier

B L . The ionospheric refraction on the second carrier
B $ will be< $L< $$ W �� �

Ionospheric refraction delays the GPS code measurements and advances the carrier phases. The ef-
fect has the same absolute value for code and phase measurements, but the signs are opposite.

Taking into account tropospheric refraction and ionospheric refraction we may rewrite the observa-
tion equations (9.9) and (9.11) for both frequencies and both types of measurements (phase and code).
We use the same notation for the geometrical distance � � � although eqns. (9.9) and (9.11) implicitly
contain tropospheric and ionospheric delays. Eqns. (9.14) are most refined version of the observation
equations (9.9) and (9.11).
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9. Observation Equations

B � L � � � � � 
 W �� 1 V � � � 1@� � �>
C� � � 1 A L 9 � L � (9.14a)B � $ � � � � � 
 < $L< $$ W �� 1 V � � � 1@� � �X
C� � � 1 A $ 9 � $ � (9.14b)F �L � � � � � 1 W �� 1 V � � � 1@� � �X
C� � � (9.14c)F �$ � � � � � 1 < $L< $$ W �� 1 V � � � 1@� � �>
C� � � (9.14d)

9.5 Forming Differences

Differences of the original observations allow it to eliminate or reduce some biases. Let us define the
single difference (between a pair of receivers) byB � 6 �ZY � B � 6 � 
 B � 6 Y (9.15)

and the double difference (between a pair of receivers and between a pair of satellites) byB �\[6 �ZY � B � 6 ��Y 
 B [ 6 �ZY � (9.16)

The double differences are the basic observables in the Bernese GPS Software. The corresponding
observation equations are B �\[L �ZY � � �\[�ZY 
 W �\[�ZY 1 V � �\[�ZY 1 A L 9 �][L ��Y (9.17a)B �\[$ �ZY � � �\[�ZY 
 < $L< $$ W �\[��Y 1 V � �\[�ZY 1 A $ 9 �\[$ �ZY (9.17b)F �\[L �ZY � � �\[�ZY 1 W �][�ZY 1 V � �\[�ZY (9.17c)F �\[$ �ZY � � �\[�ZY 1 < $L< $$ W �\[��Y 1 V � �\[�ZY (9.17d)

By forming the double difference observations the receiver clock errors and the satellite clock errors
are eliminated (assuming that the receiver clock errors are known accurately enough to compute the
distances � correctly – see section 9.3).

Using double difference observations from two different epochs
� L and

� $ the triple difference may
be formed. In the Bernese GPS Software the triple differences of the phase measurements are used
in the data pre-processing.B �\[L �ZY ��� $ ��
 B �][L ��Y ��� L �^� � �\[�ZY ��� $ ��
 � �\[�ZY ��� L ��
 # W �\[��Y ��� $ ��
 W �\[��Y ��� L � * (9.18a)B �\[$ �ZY ��� $ ��
 B �][$ ��Y ��� L �^� � �\[�ZY ��� $ ��
 � �\[�ZY ��� L ��
 < $L< $$ # W �\[�ZY ��� $ ��
 W �\[�ZY ��� L � * (9.18b)

In above equations we assumed that the unknown ambiguity parameters
9 �\[L �ZY : 9 �\[$ �ZY remained the

same within the time interval _ � L : � $a` and that therefore the phase ambiguities are eliminated (the
main advantage of the triple differences). This is indeed true if the receivers did not loose lock within
this time interval and if no cycle slip occurred. Tropospheric refraction usually does not change rap-
idly in time and therefore it is considerably reduced on the triple difference level. This is not true,
however, for the ionospheric refraction which may show very rapid variations in time in particular
in high northern and southern latitudes.
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9.6 Linear Combinations of Observations

9.6 Linear Combinations of Observations

Often it is useful to form linear combinations of the original carrier phase and/or code measurements.
The linear combinations used in the Bernese GPS Software are discussed in this section. We form
the linear combinations using either zero or double difference measurements.

B L : B $ represent the
phase observables (zero or double differences),

F L : F $ represent the code observables, both in units
of meters.

The Ionosphere-free Linear Combination
BUb

The linear combination B b � S< $L 
 < $$ � < $L B L 
 < $$ B $ � (9.19)

is often called “ionosphere-free” because the ionospheric path delay is practically eliminated. The
same is true for the corresponding combination of code measurementsF b � S< $L 
 < $$ � < $L F L 
 < $$ F $ � � (9.20)

Taking into account the double difference phase measurements and neglecting tropospheric refrac-
tion

V � �\[�ZY in eqns. (9.17a) and (9.17b) the ionosphere-free linear combination has the formB �\[b �ZY � � �\[�ZY 1@c �\[b �ZY : (9.21)

where the ionosphere-free bias
c �\[b �ZY may be written asc �\[b �ZY � S< $L 
 < $$�d < $L A L 9 �\[L �ZY 
 < $$ A $ 9 �\[$ �ZY�e � (9.22)

This bias cannot be expressed in the form A b 9 �][b ��Y , where
9 �\[b �ZY is an integer ambiguity. If we know

the difference
9 �\[f �ZY �g9 �\[L �ZY 
-9 �\[$ �ZY (the so-called wide-lane ambiguity — see below), however, the

ionosphere-free bias
c �\[b �ZY may be written asc �\[b �ZY ��� < $< $L 
 < $$ 9 �\[f �ZY 1 �< L 1 < $h i�j kA b 9 �\[L �ZY : (9.23)

where the first term on the right-hand side is known. The formal wavelength A b is only about SlS cm.
Therefore the unknown ambiguity

9 �\[L �ZY in equation (9.23) is often called narrow-lane ambiguity.

The Geometry-free Linear Combination
B�m

The linear combination BUm � B L 
 B $ (9.24)

is independent of receiver clocks and geometry (orbits, station coordinates). It contains the iono-
spheric delay and the initial phase ambiguities. It may be used for the estimation of ionosphere mod-
els. The same linear combination may be formed using the code observations, too.
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9. Observation Equations

The Wide-lane Linear Combination
B f

The linear combination B f � S< L 
 < $ � < L B L 
 < $ B $ � (9.25)

is used in the Bernese GPS Software on the double difference level for phase observations for the
purpose of cycle slip fixing and ambiguity resolution. Using eqns. (9.17a) and (9.17b) and neglecting
both, the ionospheric refraction

W �\[�ZY and the tropospheric refraction
V � �\[�ZY , we obtainB �\[f �ZY � � �\[�ZY 1 �< L 
 < $h i�j kA f ��9 �][L ��Y 
n9 �\[$ �ZY �h i�j k9 �\[f �ZY �

(9.26)

The formal wavelength A f is about Plo cm and is roughly 4 times longer than A L or A $ . Therefore this
linear combination is called the wide-lane and the ambiguity9 �\[f �ZY ��9 �][L ��Y 
n9 �\[$ �ZY (9.27)

is called the wide-lane ambiguity.

The Melbourne-Wübbena Linear Combination
Bqp

The Melbourne-Wübbena combination is a linear combination of both, carrier phase (
B L and

B $ )
and P–code (

F L and
F $ ) observables described by [Wübbena, 1985] and [Melbourne, 1985]. This

combination eliminates the effect of the ionosphere, of the geometry, of the clocks, and of the tropo-
sphere. The combination is given byBqp � S< L 
 < $ � < L B L 
 < $ B $ ��
 S< L 1 < $ � < L F L 1 < $ F $ � � (9.28)

For double difference observations we obtainB �\[p �ZY � A f 9 �\[f �ZY � (9.29)

With good P–code data (rms r 1 m) this linear combination may be used for the resolution of the
wide-lane ambiguities

9 �\[f �ZY . On the zero difference level the same linear combination givesB � p � � A f 9 � f � (9.30)

which means that this linear combination may be used to check zero difference observations for
cycle-slips. However, only the difference

9 � L � 
n9 �$ � can be checked in this way.

The most important linear combinations together and characteristics are summarized in Table 9.1.

Carrier Description Wavelength Noise Ionosphere
rel to

B L rel to
B LB L Actual Carrier 19 cm 1 1B $ Actual Carrier 24 cm 1 1.6B b

Ionosphere-free LC 0 cm 3 0B m
Geometry-free LC s 1.4 0.6B f Wide Lane 86 cm 5 1.3Bqp
Melbourne-Wüebbena 86 cm 0

Table 9.1: Linear Combinations of the
B L and

B $ Observables used in the Bernese GPS Software
Version 4
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10. Data Pre-Processing

10.1 Overview

The first group of processing programs of the Bernese GPS Software is discussed here. The programs
of this group do not produce final results but check and prepare the data for the main estimation
program (GPSEST).
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Figure 10.1: Functional Flow Diagram of the Processing Part

The simplified flow diagram for the entire processing part is given in Figure 10.1. The solid lines
show the normal (and mandatory) procedure. The pre-processing programs used in this procedure are
CODSPP, SNGDIF and MAUPRP. There are several other pre-processing programs in the soft-
ware, however. Some of them are older programs, the others are service programs or programs used
for special purposes.
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10. Data Pre-Processing

10.2 Pre-Processing on the RINEX Level – Menu 2.7.5

RNXCYC is a pre-processing program using RINEX files pertaining to one or more stations. It looks
for wide-lane cycle slips in the Melbourne-Wübbena linear combination on the zero difference level.
and marks observations where a cycle slip was found with a cycle slip flag. Normally we do not use
this program. It might be useful if one wants to use the zero difference phase measurements (e.g.
in the program IONEST). Our standard screening program MAUPRP checks double differences.
RNXCYC could not replace MAUPRP, so far. The method used in RNXCYC cannot detect a cycle
slips happening between epochs

� L and
� $ if equation9 � L � ��� $ ��
n9 � L � ��� L � ��9 �$ � ��� $ ��
n9 �$ � ��� L � (10.1)

holds. RNXCYC only works with dual band P-code measurements, i.e. the receiver has to give
B L

and
B $ phase as well as

F L and
F $ code observations (the Melbourne-Wübbena linear combination

is used). The quality of the code measurements is critical.

10.3 Pre-Processing of Code Observations

10.3.1 Simple Non-Parametric Screening (CODCHK)

The program CODCHK ( Menu 4.1 ) checks zero or single difference code observations for outliers.
Usually it is not necessary to utilize this program in Version 4.0 . Outlier detection in zero difference
code observations (originally the main purpose of CODCHK) has been implemented into the pro-
gram CODSPP (Section 10.3.2). The algorithm used in CODCHK is the same as that in the first
part of MAUPRP.

Algorithm

It is known that code (and code difference) observations are values of “smooth” time functions with
random errors of the order of a few meters. The program checks whether or not the t 1O, subsequent
observations may be represented within an interval of a few minutes by a low degree polynomial
of degree t . This is done by computing the

� t 1 S � –st derivative of the observation time series and
by checking whether or not this quantity is zero (within 3 times its rms error). The rms error of the� t 1 S � –st derivative is computed from the rms error of the observations which is an input variable
of the program. If the assumption is correct the interval considered is shifted by one observation,
if not, the last observation of the current interval is marked and replaced by the following one. If
the current interval gets longer than a maximum length specified by the user, all observations of the
current interval are dropped, and the process is re-initialized. After successful re-initialization the
program tests backwards to recover erroneously marked observations. The initialization works as
follows: the assumption is tested using the first t 1u, observations (for re-initialization the next q+2
observations not yet checked). If it is wrong, the first observation is marked, the assumption is tested
using observations

, :Zv�: ����� : t 1 v . The process is terminated as soon as the above assumption is
correct.
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10.4 Forming Baselines

10.3.2 Single Point Positioning and Receiver Clock Synchronization (CODSPP)

In Section 9.3 we have seen that the receiver clock has to be synchronized with GPS time. The re-
ceiver clock error

� �
has to be known with an accuracy better than S;T s. It would be possible to

introduce
� �

as unknown parameters during the final least-squares adjustment in program GPSEST
but this would increase the number of parameters considerably. Fortunately it is possible to compute� �

a priori with sufficient ( SwT s) accuracy using the zero difference code measurements. This is the
main task of program CODSPP (the second important result from this program are the receiver co-
ordinates). Looking at eqn. (9.11) we conclude that if we want to reach an accuracy of SUT s in

� �
it

is necessary to have available the code measurements with an rms error smaller than�X� � �H�+xwy�z{���>� SqT s
� N v 3l3

m

(
�

is the velocity of light). Obviously even C/A–code measurements are sufficient for this purpose.
Of course CODSPP will process P-code, if available.

Program CODSPP uses the standard least-squares adjustment to compute the unknown paramet-
ers. The observables are the zero difference code measurements. Usually the

BUb
(ionosphere-free)

linear combination is used. The most important parameters computed by CODSPP are the receiver
clock corrections

� �
. These parameters will be estimated in any case. The user may also estimate the

coordinates of the receivers. The model used in the program is that represented by eqns. (9.14c,d).
The unknown parameter

� �
appears implicitly in the term � � � , too. Therefore CODSPP estimates the

parameters iteratively (using a least-squares adjustment). The second reason for the iterations is, that
the a priori coordinates may not be accurate enough.

The detection of outliers (see Panel 4.2–2 ) is a new feature of CODSPP in Version 4.0 . It allows
to skip CODCHK.

10.4 Forming Baselines (SNGDIF) – Menu 4.3

The Bernese GPS Software uses double differences as basic observables. The single (between receiv-
ers) differences (see Section 9.5) are stored in files, the double differences are created in program
GPSEST. Program SNGDIF creates the single differences and stores them in files. The program
may create both, phase and code single differences. Usually only the phase single differences are used
for further computations. An important exception is the ambiguity resolution using the Melbourne–
Wübbena linear combination. In that case the code single differences have to be formed, too.

Strategies Used for Baseline Definition

Let us assume that | receivers are used simultaneously. Let us further assume that the same satel-
lites are tracked by all receivers (this assumptions is true in local campaigns). We have thus | zero
difference measurements to each satellite at each epoch (and each carrier). If we use single difference
observations, only | 
 S independent single differences may be formed.

If the assumption that the same set of satellites is tracked by all receivers is not correct (global cam-
paigns) it would be better to optimize the forming of single differences for each epoch. However, the
data handling would be tremendous in such case. We use a compromise in the Bernese GPS Soft-
ware. We create only one set of | 
 S baselines for the entire session (and store the observations
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10. Data Pre-Processing

into the single difference files – each single difference file corresponding to one baseline and one
session), but we optimize the selection of these independent baselines. The algorithm used is known
as maximum (or minimum) path method. First, the baselines are ordered according to a user-defined
criterion (either baseline length or the number of available single difference observables – see be-
low). Then, all the receivers active in the current session are given the initial flag

3
. We take the

“best” baseline into the optimal set, the two corresponding stations receive the flags S . The variable
“maximum flag” is set to S . Now, we proceed to the second baseline. If the corresponding stations
have flag

3
we change them to

,
, and

,
is the value of the “maximum flag”, too. If one station has

flag
3

and the other S , both flags will be set to S and the “maximum flag” remains S . From now on we
proceed as follows: we select the next baseline according to our criterion and make the distinction
of the following four cases:

1) Both stations of the new baseline have the flags
3
: In this case the two station flags are set to

“maximum flag
1 S ”, and we have to increment the “maximum flag” accordingly.

2) One station has flag
3
, the flag of the other station is not equal to

3
: In this case the station with

flag
3

receives the (non-zero) flag of the other station. The “maximum flag” is not changed.

3) The two flags are not equal and no flag is
3

: Let us assume that the first station has a lower flag
than the second one. We have to change the flags of all stations which have the same flag as the
first station. The station flags are set to the flag of the second station.

4) The two flags are equal and different from
3
: It means that this baseline is dependent and cannot

be added to the set.

This procedure is repeated until | 
 S independent baselines have been formed. Usually we use the
number of observations as optimization criterion. The other possibility is to use the baseline length
as a criterion and to create the set of shortest baselines. This could be useful if you want to create
the same set of baselines each session (assuming, that the same stations are observing each session).
Baseline length is an important characteristic for ambiguity resolution. If the number of observations
is used as a criterion, the program will not create very long baselines, either.

10.5 Pre-Processing Phase Observations

It was stated in Chapter 9 that the receivers can measure the difference between the phase of the satel-
lite transmitted carrier and the phase of the receiver generated replica of the signal. This measurement
yields a value between 0 and 1 cycle (0 and

,H}
). After turning on the receiver an integer counter is

initialized. During tracking the counter is incremented by one whenever the fractional phase changes
from

,H}
to 0. Thus for every epoch the accumulated phase is the sum of the directly measured frac-

tional phase and the integer count. The initial integer number
9 � 6 � of cycles between the satellite �

and receiver � is unknown and has to be estimated (see eqns. (9.14)). This initial phase ambiguity
remains the same as long as no loss of signal lock occurs. A loss of lock causes a jump in the instant-
aneous accumulated phase by an integer number of cycles. If there is a difference9 � 6 � ��� $ ��
n9 �6 � ��� L �>~��3

(10.2)

we say that a cycle slip occurred between time
� L and

� $ . There are several possible sources for cycle
slips:
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10.5 Pre-Processing Phase Observations� obstruction of the satellite signal due to trees, buildings, etc.,� low signal-to-noise ratio due to rapidly changing ionospheric conditions, multipath, high re-
ceiver dynamics, or low satellite elevation,� failure in the receiver software, and� malfunctioning of the satellite oscillator.

The following tasks have to be accomplished during pre-processing:

1) Check all the observations and find the time intervals _ � L : � $ ` which are corrupted by cycle
slips.

2) If possible repair the cycle slips. We thus have to estimate the difference
9 � 6 � ��� $ �%
X9 �6 � ��� L � and to

correct all observations following the epoch
� L by this difference. If it is not possible to estimate

this difference in a reliable way, the observation at time
� $ has to be marked as outlier or a new

unknown ambiguity parameter
9 � 6 � ��� $ � must be introduced.

There are three pre-processing programs in the Bernese GPS Software dealing with the tasks above.
The first one is the program RNXCYC (see Section 10.2). We do not use it in general. The second pro-
gram is called OBSTST ( Menu 4.4.1 ). OBSTST is the predecessor of the pre-processing program
we currently use. In version 4.0 of the Bernese GPS Software the principal pre-processing program is
MAUPRP (Manual and AUtomatic PRe-Processing). It screens single difference observation files
forming and analyzing all useful linear combinations of phase observations. The program either as-
sumes that the wide-lane combination is not corrupted by cycle slips (this is true if the pre-processing
program RNXCYC was used) or it looks for wide-lane cycle slips, too. The quality of results seems
to be similar in both cases. MAUPRP does not use code measurements, the pre-processing is thus
code-independent. This aspect is e.g. important when processing A/S data (the quality of the code
measurements may be much lower under A/S). The pre-processing program MAUPRP consists of
the following steps:

1. Checking by smoothing: The goal is to identify time intervals within which with utmost cer-
tainty there are no cycle slips. Usually a fair amount of such data (not corrupted by cycle slips)
may be found. The program uses the same algorithm as program CODCHK (Section 10.3.1).
It checks whether the double difference phase observations are values of a smooth function of
time and whether they may be represented within an interval of a few minutes by a polynomial
of low degree, say t , by computing the

� t 1 S � -st derivative and by checking whether or not
this quantity is zero within the expected rms error.

2. Triple difference solution: With those data identified as “clean” in the first step a triple differ-
ence (Section 9.5) solution is performed using the standard least-squares adjustment for each
baseline (the coordinates of the first receiver are kept fix on their a priori values, the coordin-
ates of the second receiver are estimated). This solution is not as accurate as the result of the
least-squares adjustment using double differences, but it is a fair approximation of the final
solution. The main advantage over a double difference solution has to be seen in the fact that
an undetected cycle slip corrupts one triple difference only (and not all double differences after
the slip). The triple difference residuals are computed and stored in a scratch file (the residuals
are computed for all observations not only for those identified as “clean” in the first step).

3. Automatic cycle slip detection: First, the program corrects big jumps on the single difference
level. Such jumps usually originate from the receiver clock and are common to all satellites.
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Therefore these clock jumps are irrelevant for double difference processing algorithms. Then
the results of the previous two steps are used to detect the cycle slips in the following way:

The triple difference residuals stemming from the second step (they have been stored in an auxiliary
file – see above) are inspected. We assume that we have observations in two carriers

B L and
B $ and

write� L ����� the triple difference
B L -residuum (we do not explicitly indicate the two receivers, two satel-

lites, and two epochs pertaining to this triple difference) and
� $ ����� the triple difference

B $ -residuum.

The user may select either �0�����E���0�l� or �/�l��� method in Panel 4.4.2–1 (see the corresponding help
panel). If the �0�����E���0�l� method is used, MAUPRP interprets the residuals as follows:� L �8� L A L 1 # W �\[�ZY ��� $ ��
 W �\[�ZY ��� L � * : � $ ��� $ A $ 1 < $L< $$ # W �][�ZY ��� $ ��
 W �][�ZY ��� L � * (10.3)

where
W �\[��Y ����� is the ionosphere refraction “as seen” by the

B L carrier at time
�

(see eqns. (9.17)). Now,
we check whether the no-cycle-slip hypothesis

� L �g� $ �'3
holds. The residual in

B b
(ionosphere-

free) linear combination is computed as� b ��� L � L 1@� $ � $ : where
� L � < $L< $L 
 < $$ and

� $ �"
 < $$< $L 
 < $$ � (10.4)

The following condition should be met:� � b � r v0� P/� ��� LZ�2L � $ 18��� $ �GL � $ (10.5)

(the factor � P � � , b
is due to triple differencing). Eqns. (10.3) allow us to compute the change of

ionospheric refraction between the epochs
� L and

� $W �\[�ZY ��� $ ��
 W �\[�ZY ��� L �
independently from both carriers (we assume

� L �4� $ �43
at present). The mean value � is computed

as � � S,n� � L 1 < $$< $L
� $%� (10.6)

We check whether the condition ��r�� ����� (10.7)

is met. The value of � ����� and the a priori rms errors of the zero difference observables � L and � $
are input variables (see Panel 4.4.2–3 and Panel 4.4.2–4 ). If conditions (10.5) and (10.7) hold, the
no-cycle-slip hypothesis is accepted as true. In the opposite case a search over the values

� L and
� f

is performed. All combinations� L�� �
NINT

# � LA L *�1¡  :   � 
£¢ L : ����� : 
 S : 3 : S : ����� : ¢ L� f�¤ �
NINT

# � LA L 

� $A $ * 1 t : t � 
£¢ f : ����� : 
 S : 3 : S : ����� : ¢ f (10.8)
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(NINT = nearest integer) are formed and the “corrected” residuals� L�� � � L 
-� L�� A L : � $ � ¤ � � $ 
��¥� L�� 
-� f�¤ � A $ (10.9)

are tested in the same way as the original residuals

� L and

� $ . The program user has to specify the
search ranges

¢ L and
¢ f (see Panel 4.4.2–3 ). If one combination of

� L�� , � $ � ¤ meets the no-cycle-
slip hypothesis, the observations are corrected by

� L�� A L or by
� $ � ¤ A $ . If no “good” combination is

found, a new ambiguity parameter should be introduced. But introducing too many ambiguity para-
meters would result in large rms errors of the other parameters estimated in GPSEST. There is still
the chance that the problem is actually no cycle slip but an outlier and that only one or a few obser-
vations are corrupted. If the cycle slip problem appears in the triple difference between the epochs� L and

� $ the first corrective action is usually (see options in Panel 4.4.2–4 ) to mark (i.e. not use)
the observation stemming from epoch

� $ and to try the same tests using the triple difference between
the epochs

� L and
� b

and possibly
� L and

� m
etc. Of course, there has to be a parameter which limits

the length of the interval _ � L : �+z ` .

If the method ¦¨§2©ª¦/«�© or �R�H��� is selected in Panel 4.4.2–1 , MAUPRP does not create any linear
combination of the measurements. The value � is computed as

� � � L or � � < $$< $L
� $ (10.10)

and only the condition (10.7) is tested (and not the condition (10.5)).

Example 1

The first example stems from the pre-processing of the baseline Kootwijk–Wettzell (see Chapter 4).
The baseline length is about 600 km. The options have been set according to the recommendations
in the help panels. The strategy �0�����E���0�l� has been used.

At the beginning the program MAUPRP reports which measurements are marked. There are three
reasons to mark the observation: low elevation of the satellite, unpaired observations, and small
pieces of measurements (see Panel 4.4.2–2 ).

¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�®�¯�°£±Z²	³�®µ´+¯	¶�·=¸%¹+º�¸Z»�¼�½Z¾+¶�¯	¿�®�Àµ´	¼�²Z¾HÁÂ¾Ã±���®�¯	Ä¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬¾�®�À	¶�¸�¸µ´+À	¶ Å�¸%¹��®�¯�°	¶�· Å�¸Z»X�®�¯�°	¶�·¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬¹ÃÆ Ç�È È»	É Ê�Ê È» ¹ÃË	Ê È»	Ç ¹ÃÌ�È È
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¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�®�¯�°{¼�½Z¾+¶�¯	¿�®�Àµ´	¼�²Z¾ÎÍÏ´+À�Ð{¾+�®�¸�¸Î¶�¸	¶�¿�®�Àµ´	¼�²�Áw¾Ã±���®�¯	Ä¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬¾�®�À	¶�¸�¸µ´+À	¶ Å�¸%¹J�®�¯�°	¶�· Å�¸Z»X�®�¯�°	¶�·¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬¹ÃÆ Ñ�» Ñ�»»	É É�» É�»» É�É É�É
¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�®�¯�°{¼�½Z¾+¶�¯	¿�®�Àµ´	¼�²Z¾ÎÍÏ´+À�Ðµ´+²?¾+�®�¸�¸£³Ï´Ã¶ZÒ�¶µ¾HÁw¾Ã±���®�¯	Ä¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬¾�®�À	¶�¸�¸µ´+À	¶ Å�¸%¹J�®�¯�°	¶�· Å�¸Z»X�®�¯�°	¶�·¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬¹ÃÆ ¹ ¹ÃË»	É » ¹+Ñ» È Ë�Ñ

The first part of the program MAUPRP checks the double (exceptionally single) differences by
smoothing (so-called non-parametric screening). Program produces the following output:¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Ò	Ð	¶ZÒ	°£·µ¼Ã±Z½�¸	¶{·Ï´+Ó�Ó	¶�¯	¶�²�Ò�¶µ¾HÁÂ¾Ã±���®�¯	ÄªÔ�ÍÏ´+À�ÐÎ¯	¶µ¾+³�¶ZÒ	À{ÀZ¼;¯	¶�Ó�ÕÖ¾�®�À	¶�¸�¸µ´+À	¶�×¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬¾�®�À	¶�¸�¸µ´+À	¶ ÅZ¼�½Z¾HÕ �®�¯�°	¶�· ¾�¸µ´Ã³µ¾Ø´+²µ´+À�ÕÖ¾�¸µ´Ã³µ¾¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬¹ÃÆ Ç�È�È È È Ë¹ÃÌ Ç�ÇÏ¹ È ¹ Ê»�Ê ÌÏ¹+» Ë Ë Ê¹ÃÇ É�»	Ì È È Ç
The second part of the program is the triple difference solution:¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬À�¯µ´Ã³�¸	¶{·Ï´+Ó�Ó	¶�¯	¶�²�Ò�¶Ù¾�¼�¸�±ZÀµ´	¼�²¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Ó�¯	¶µÚÃ±�¶�²�Ò�ÄÛ¼�Ó£À�¯µ´Ã³�¸	¶Î·Ï´+Ó�Ó�Õw¾�¼�¸�±0Õ�Á Ë²�±��½	¶�¯?¼�Ó�À�¯µ´Ã³�¸	¶�·Ï´+Ó�Ó=¼�½Z¾HÕ�±Ï¾+¶�·�Á ¹ÃË�È�Ñ	Æ¯	µ¾�¼�ÓÎÀ�¯µ´Ã³�¸	¶Î·Ï´+Ó�Ó{¾�¼�¸�±ZÀµ´	¼�²ªÔ��×ÜÁ ÈlÕ�È�È�ÌÒ�¼�¼�¯	·Ï´+²�®�À	¶µ¾Ý²	¶�Í ¬ ®�³�¯µ´	¼�¯µ´£ÞßÔ��×ÜÁ ÈlÕ�¹�¹ÃÇÎà ¬ ÈlÕ�È�»�»Ä.Ô��×ÜÁ ¬ ÈlÕ�ÈÏ¹ÃÈ{à ¬ ÈlÕ�È�Ë�»áâÔ��×ÜÁ ÈlÕ�È�ÇÏ¹Xà ¬ ÈlÕ�ÈÏ¹ÃÇ
In this example the a priori coordinates were very accurate. The difference between the a priori co-
ordinates and the new values computed using the triple differences indicates the accuracy of the triple
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difference solution. The rms error of the triple difference solution should not be much larger than
about 1 cm. Now, the triple difference residuals are screened. MAUPRP finds altogether 27 cycle-
slips in this run:

¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Ò�ÄZÒ	¸	¶?¾�¸µ´Ã³µ¾£®�Ò�Ò�¶�³�À	¶�·â´+²£À�Ðµ´	¾£¯�±Z²¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬²�±��½	¶�¯?¼�Ó{¾�¸µ´Ã³µ¾Î´+²�¸%¹ÜÁ »	É²�±��½	¶�¯?¼�Ó{¾�¸µ´Ã³µ¾Î´+²�¸Z»HÁ »	É

²�±��½ÝÀ	Ä�³{²ã¶�³µ¼	Ò	Ð=¾�®�ÀÎÓ�¯ZÚXÍ�¸�Ó ¾�¸µ´Ã³ Ó�¯�®�Ò ¯	¶µ¾HÕ�¸�Ë ´	¼�²Z¼�¾Ô��× Ô��×¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬¹�·	±Z®=äå»µ¹ÃÆ�Ñ »�Ñæ¹ ¹ Ë�Ì�»	È�Æ�Ë�ËlÕ ÈlÕ�È�È ÈlÕ�È�È�È ¬ ÈlÕ�ÈÏ¹+Ñ»ç·	±Z®=ä » ¹ »	Æ�É�É�Ë	Ê�ÉlÕ ÈlÕ�È�ÈÑ ¹ Ì	Ê�Ë�Ñ	Ì�ÇlÕ ÈlÕ�È�»ÑãÒ	¸�°=äå»�Ê�È�Æè®�¸�¸é¹ ¹ ¹ÃÉ�É�»�Ê%¹�¹ÃÆlÕÇåÒ	¸�°=äå»�Ê�È�Æè®�¸�¸ê» ¹ ¹ÃË�ÌÏ¹ÃÈ�Æ�Æ�ÆlÕ
The various types of cycle slip flags should be explained:

��ë�ì means that the cycle slip was found by the dual band algorithm using the conditions (10.5) and
(10.7),��¦�í indicates so-called clock jumps (jumps on the single difference level, see above). Other pos-
sibilities (not in the example above) areî ��ï which means that the cycle slip was found by the single frequency algorithm using the condi-
tion (10.7) only andë îlð which indicates a cycle slip introduced by the user in interactive mode.

The areas which were changed in the most recent run are marked by an asterisk in the column “ � ”.
A long list of the pieces of measurements marked or changed follows:
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¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬²	¶�Í=¼�¯�µ¼+·Ï´+Óµ´Ã¶�·Î�®�¯�°	¶�·{®�¯	¶�®Z¾=´+²�À�Ðµ´	¾;¯�±Z²¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬²�±��½	¶�¯?¼�Ó£�®�¯�°	¶�·Î®�¯	¶�®Z¾{´+²Î¸%¹ÜÁ�Ì	Ê�È²�±��½	¶�¯?¼�Ó£�®�¯�°	¶�·Î®�¯	¶�®Z¾{´+²Î¸Z»HÁ�ÉÏ¹ÃÈ²�±��½ À	Ä�³Î² ¶�³µ¼	Ò	ÐZ¾ ¾�®�À Ó�¯ZÚ Å	¶�³µ¼	Ò	ÐZ¾¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬¹ ±Z²	³=ä ¹ ¬ » »	Ç ¹ »» ±Z²	³=ä ¹ ¬ Ç »�Ê ¹ ÇË ¶�¸	¿=ä Ë ¬ Ç »	Ç ¹ ÊÊ ¶�¸	¿=ä Ë ¬ Ç »	Ç » Ê¹ÃÉ�Ì ñ	®�¯{ä »	Ë�Ì ¬ »	Ë�Ì »	Ë ¹ ¹¹ÃÉ�Æ ñ	®�¯{ä »	Ë�Ì ¬ »	Ë�Ì »	Ë » ¹
¹òÊZÑ	Æ ·	±Z®{ä »�Ê�Ë ¬ »�Ê�Ë Æ ¹ ¹¹òÊ�Ç�È ·	±Z®{ä »�Ê�Ë ¬ »�Ê�Ë Æ » ¹

The possible marking types are:��ë0ì dual band algorithm, see above,î �0ï single band algorithm, see above,ë îHð user-defined or defined in
î ì��/� ð ë0ó file (see Chapter 8)ë0�0ô marked epochs with unpaired observations (

B L without
B $ or vice versa),��¦�õ observations at low elevation,ï�ì ð small pieces of observations (garbage), and�Rö�� observations marked due to large observed–computed values during the triple difference solu-

tion (see Panel 4.4.2–2 )

MAUPRP also gives the information on the ambiguities set up. Each satellite has one ambiguity cor-
responding to the first epoch. All other ambiguities are called multiple. Only the multiple ambiguities
are listed. The ambiguities which were introduced in the most recent run are marked by an asterisk.

¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬	±Z¸�Àµ´Ã³�¸	¶=®	�½µ´�ñ+±%´+Àµ´Ã¶µ¾¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬²�±��½èÀ	Ä�³�¾�®�À	¶�¸�¸µ´+À	¶Ø¶�³µ¼	Ò	Ð¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬¹÷ä	ñ	®	³ ¹ÃÆ »	Ë�Æ�Ñ»èä	ñ	®	³ ¹ÃÆ »�ÊZÑ	ÌËÝä	ñ	®	³ »	É »	Ë�Æ�Ñ
There are the following types of multiple ambiguities:ø ��¦ ambiguity which was already set in the observation file header
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10.5 Pre-Processing Phase Observations�lù/� ambiguity which was introduced due to a cycle slip flag in the observation (see Panel 4.4.2–4 ,
option � ø �lù���¦�� î ¦E��ô ø ¦�ì0ï î ��� )ë îlð ambiguity which was introduced by the user (in interactive mode),ï�ì�ô ambiguity which was introduced due to a gap in the observations, andô ð ô ambiguity which was introduced due to the detection of a cycle slip that could not be corrected
(and outlier rejection was not possible).

At the end MAUPRP writes the very important messageÓµ´+¸	¶=¾�®	¿�¶�·
which says that all the changes were written into the observation file. If “

ø ��¦����/�l� î ì�õ��l� ” is prin-
ted it means that no change were done to the original single difference file(s) (see Panel 4.4.2–1 ,
option

î ì0õ0�l� î � ð �0�����l� ø ��¦�� î ).
Example 2

The second example stems from the processing of the Turtmann campaign (see Section 4.2). The
baseline was very short (only 2 km). We use the strategy �/�l��� in this example. All other options
were identical to those in Example 1 with one exception: the maximal ionosphere difference in
Panel 4.4.2–4 was set to 30 %. The strategy �R�H��� should not be used for baselines longer than about
10 km. However, this strategy may be superior to the �����0�¨�Ü���l� strategy if the baseline is very short
and the receiver is of poor quality and provides measurements with a high noise level (of course, this
was not the case of this example). The output from the program is similar to that of Example 1. The
only difference is the type

î ��ï (instead of �0ë0ì ) assigned to detected cycle slips.

¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Ò�ÄZÒ	¸	¶?¾�¸µ´Ã³µ¾£®�Ò�Ò�¶�³�À	¶�·â´+²£À�Ðµ´	¾£¯�±Z²¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬²�±��½	¶�¯?¼�Ó{¾�¸µ´Ã³µ¾Î´+²�¸%¹ÜÁ È²�±��½	¶�¯?¼�Ó{¾�¸µ´Ã³µ¾Î´+²�¸Z»HÁ ¹²�±��½ÝÀ	Ä�³{²ã¶�³µ¼	Ò	Ð=¾�®�ÀÎÓ�¯ZÚXÍ�¸�Ó ¾�¸µ´Ã³ Ó�¯�®�Ò ¯	¶µ¾HÕ�¸�Ë ´	¼�²Z¼�¾Ô��× Ô��×¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬¹ç¾�²�ñ{äØ¹ÃË�Ì�Ë »	ËØ» ¹ »	Ë�Æ�É�»�Ñ�ÑHÕ ¬ ÈlÕ�ÈÏ¹¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬
Satellite PRN 24 had a manoeuvre just in the time span of our example. The observations were
marked using the SATCRUX file (see Section 10.7). MAUPRP reports these observations with
marking type ë îlð :
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10. Data Pre-Processing

¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬²	¶�Í=¼�¯�µ¼+·Ï´+Óµ´Ã¶�·Î�®�¯�°	¶�·{®�¯	¶�®Z¾=´+²�À�Ðµ´	¾;¯�±Z²¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬²�±��½	¶�¯?¼�Ó£�®�¯�°	¶�·Î®�¯	¶�®Z¾{´+²Î¸%¹ÜÁ Æ²�±��½	¶�¯?¼�Ó£�®�¯�°	¶�·Î®�¯	¶�®Z¾{´+²Î¸Z»HÁ Ñ²�±��½ À	Ä�³Î² ¶�³µ¼	Ò	ÐZ¾ ¾�®�À Ó�¯ZÚ Å	¶�³µ¼	Ò	ÐZ¾¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Ë ±Ï¾�¯{ä ¹ ¬ »	Ì�É�Ì »�Ê ¹ »	Ì�É�ÌÊ ±Ï¾�¯{ä ¹ ¬ »	Ì�É�Ì »�Ê » »	Ì�É�Ì
10.6 Screening of Post-Fit Residuals

There are two programs in the Bernese GPS Software Version 4.0 which screen the residual files.
The residual files may be generated by the programs GPSEST, MAUPRP, CODSPP, ORBGEN,
IONEST, and RNXCYC. The residual files generated by the programs listed above are unformatted
binary files containing all the residuals of one program run. There are two different types of residual
files:

Type 1: Only linear combinations of
B L and

B $ residuals are stored and may be displayed.
Type 2:

B L and
B $ residuals are stored and may be displayed separately or in any linear combina-

tion.

The residual files may contain residuals on the zero difference level as well as on the single or double
difference level.

The program REDISP ( Menu 5.3.1 ) is an interactive program. REDISP first prompts the user for
the units of the residual representation, then a table with all the file names originally processed is
shown, from which the user may select the file he wants to display. After several user prompts (the
dialog is self–explanatory) the residuals are displayed or stored in an output file (if an output file
name was specified) in a readable format.

The program RESRMS ( Menu 5.3.2 ) is a batch program. It screens the selected residual files
and writes two output files. The first one is a summary file (extension “.SUM”) which gives a nice
overview per baseline and per satellite of the rms of the residuals. The second output file is the so-
called edit file (extension “.EDT”) which contains the list of points which have been identified as
outliers. This edit file can be used with the program SATMRK (see below) to mark the outliers in
the observation files.

10.7 Marking of Observations

All the observations used in the Bernese GPS Software Version 4.0 are stored in observation files
(code or phase observations, zero or single differences). It is possible to set a so-called marking flag
for each observation (the other flag used is the so-called cycle slip flag). If the marking flag is set no
program will use the corresponding observation. It is also possible to reset the marking flags again.
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10.7 Marking of Observations

The marking flags are used to mark outliers, observations at low elevation, small pieces of observa-
tions, etc.

There are several programs in the software which mark observations:

CODCHK marks the zero difference code measurements,

CODSPP marks both, phase and code observations where no receiver clock corrections could be
estimated, CODSPP does not mark the outliers in the code observation files (although the
outliers are not used in the program internally),

MAUPRP which marks the observations with low elevations, small pieces of observations and the
observations suspected to be corrupted with cycle-slip (see Section 10.5), and

SATMRK ( Menu 5.1 and the option “M”). The user may specify the satellite(s) and epochs which
should be marked or it is possible to use an edit file e.g. stemming from the program RESRMS
(see above).

It should be added, that the program SNGDIF does not use marked zero difference observations at
all.

There is one more possibility how to prevent the programs (e.g. CODSPP, MAUPRP and
GPSEST) from using some measurements. This possibility is the so-called “

î ì0��� ð ë0ó ” file located
in the general file directory:¾�®�À	¶�¸�¸µ´+À	¶{³�¯Z¼�½�¸	¶�µ¾HÁ��®�²Z¼+¶	±�¿�¯	¶µ¾{¼�¯�½�®	·?¼�½Z¾+¶�¯	¿�®�Àµ´	¼�²Û´+²�À	¶�¯	¿�®�¸Z¾ ¹+» ¬+ú ±Z² ¬ Æ�»¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬Z¬�¬�¬�¬¾�®�À	¶�¸�¸µ´+À	¶Ø³�¯Z¼�½�¸	¶� ®�Ò	Àµ´	¼�² Ó�¯Z¼+ ÀZ¼ä�ä ä ä Ä�Ä�Ä�ÄÎ��·�·ÎÐ�Ð£�{¾�¾÷Ä�Ä�Ä�Ä{��·�·�Ð�Ð£�=¾�¾»�Ê È È ¹ÃÆ�Æ�ËÎÈ�ÆÎ»	É?¹�¹�ÊZÑ;È�È¹ Ë ¹ ¹ÃÆ�Æ�ËÙ¹ÃÈ�È�ËÎ»	Ë�È�È£È�Èæ¹ÃÆ�Æ�ËÛ¹ÃÈ�È�Ç=¹+»£È�È�È�ÈÑ Ë ¹ ¹ÃÆ�Æ�ËÎÈ�ÆÎ»	É�È�È�È�È£È�Èæ¹ÃÆ�Æ�ËÛ¹ÃÈ�ÈÏ¹>»�ÊÎÈ�È�È�È»�Ê Ë ¹ ¹ÃÆ�Æ�ËÎÈ�ÆÎ»	É�È�È�È�È£È�Èæ¹ÃÆ�Æ�ËÛ¹ÃÈ�ÈÏ¹>»�ÊÎÈ�È�È�ÈËÏ¹ È È ¹ÃÆ�Æ�ËÙ¹�¹>ÈÏ¹>È�È�È�È£È�È»	Æ È È ¹ÃÆ�Æ�ËÙ¹�¹>È	ÊÎÈÏ¹�ÊZÑ;È�ÈÉ È È ¹ÃÆ�Æ�ËÙ¹+»=¹ÃÇ�È�Æ?¹+»;È�È¹ È È ¹ÃÆ�Æ�Ñ�ÈÏ¹�¹ÃÌ?¹+»£È�È£È�ÈÆ Ë ¹ ¹ÃÆ�Æ�ÇØ»�»	Ë�È�È�È�È£È�Èæ¹ÃÆ�Æ�Çê»�»	Ë�»�ÊÎÈ�È�È�ÈÆ È È ¹ÃÆ�Æ�ÇØ»�»	Ë?¹+»£È�È£È�È³�¯Z¼�½�¸	¶��Á��®�²Z¼+¶	±�¿�¯	¶Zû�ÈHüq³�Ð�®Z¾+¶ZûÏ¹ýüwÒ�¼+·�¶Zû�»�üwÒ�¼+·�¶Zà�³�Ð�®Z¾+¶Zû�Ë®�Ò	Àµ´	¼�²þÁ4²	¶�ÍÎ®�¯�Ò�û�ÈHüU�®�¯�°�ûÏ¹ýüU¯	¶�µ¼+¿�¶Zû�»
The user may mark the measurements of specified satellites. The other important usage of the
“
î ì0��� ð ë0ó ” file is the setting of a new arc for the satellite (usually due to manoeuvre). This topic

is discussed in Chapter 8.
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11. Station Coordinates and Velocities

In GPS analysis station coordinates and, to a lesser extent, also station velocities play a dominant
role because GPS is used by the majority of users to estimate (high accuracy) coordinates. Because
GPS is an interferometric technique good a priori coordinates for at least one (reference) site have to
be known. The user has the make sure that the orbit, the earth orientation parameters, and the station
coordinates are given in one an the same reference frame. Chapter 18 deals with the combination of
solutions of different sessions. Here we will only discuss aspects of session solutions.

11.1 Reference Frames

We use GPS as an interferometric technique which means that station coordinates are usually estim-
ated “differentially”, with the exception of global solutions. This implies that good coordinates for at
least one station should be known in the correct reference frame in order to be able to obtain accurate
coordinates for other sites in the same reference frame. Because reference frames have seven degrees
of freedom (three translations, three rotations, and a scale factor) it is even preferable to have at least
three stations with accurately known a priori coordinates. This however, does depend on the size of
the network, the number of available sites, and their distance to the network. Normally, the a priori
coordinates of the known sites are fixed or at least tightly constrained.

Most GPS users do no longer try to improve the orbits of the GPS satellites since the IGS has started
to make available very precise satellite orbits. When no orbit improvement is performed the user has
to make sure that the coordinates, the orbits, and the earth orientation parameters (EOPs) are given in
the same reference frame. The EOPs are necessary to transform the (IGS) precise ephemerides from
the Earth-Fixed reference frame to the inertial reference frame. The inertial reference frame is used
for the numerical integration of the orbits. The consistency between coordinates, orbits, and EOPs
is essential.

The broadcast ephemerides of the GPS satellites refer to the so-called WGS-84 reference frame,
whereas the precise ephemerides of the IGS are given in an International Terrestrial Reference Frame
(ITRF, since GPS week 0860 the ITRF94). The main difference between the two systems (WGS-84
and ITRF) is that the WGS-84 may only be realized by the users with a quality of about 1 meter geo-
centric position (because of the quality of the broadcast orbits and satellite clocks). The ITRF may
be realized with centimeter accuracy if IGS orbits and ITRF coordinates of the IGS sites are included
in the processing. The two systems are therefore consistent at about the 1 meter level. For both orbit
types the user may take ITRF coordinates for his reference stations. When using IGS orbit products
one has to check in which realization of the ITRF they are given (e.g. ITRF92, ITRF93, or ITRF94).
This is indicated in the header of the precise orbit file. Furthermore one has to make sure to use the
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EOP information which belongs to the particular orbits. For the IGS final orbits before GPS week
0860 one should use the IERS C04 EOP series. Since GPS week 0860 the IGS final orbits are cre-
ated using a combined (IGS) pole which is made available together with the orbit. The individual
IGS Analysis Centers, like CODE, are making available a weekly pole file together with the seven
daily orbit files of the same week.

All necessary reference frame information like the ITRF94 coordinates, the IERS C04 and Bulletin
A EOP series, and the CODE orbits with their respective EOP files may be found in the anonymous
ftp account at the AIUB (see Chapter 7).

11.2 Coordinate Estimation

Normally, the a priori coordinates of the chosen reference site(s) are fixed or at least tightly con-
strained when processing a baseline or network with programs GPSEST or ADDNEQ. With the
Bernese GPS Software version 4.0 we advise to constrain the sites rather than to fix them because the
coordinates of the fixed sites will not be saved in the normal equation files. The normal equation files
may be by program ADDNEQ where all constraints which were used in the original GPSEST solu-
tion, may be removed/altered and individual GPSEST solutions may be combined. See Chapter 18
for more information on the combination of solutions.

There are certain risks when fixing or constraining station positions because station coordinates or
reference frame may be incorrect! An error analysis of the biases introduced into the solution when
using incorrect station positions may be found in [Beutler et al., 1988]. A bias of 1 m in height of a
fixed site will cause a (small) scale effect of about 0.03 ppm. A bias in the horizontal components of
the coordinates of the fixed site(s) will cause a rotation of the GPS network. To avoid such errors at
least one site with well-established geocentric coordinates should be included in the local or regional
network.

It is also possible to generate so called “fiducial free” network solutions. In the fiducial free network
approach only loose constraints (1m–1km) are applied to the (reference) sites. The coordinates of the
reference site do not have to be know exactly because they are only loosely constrained. Therefore
practically all available stations may be selected as reference sites. The advantage of this procedure
is that the solution will not be distorted due to biases in the a priori coordinates, the main disadvant-
age that the resulting coordinates, and other estimated parameters, are not in a well-defined reference
frame. The results will also show considerable day to day variations because significant translations
and rotations will exist between daily coordinate sets. Therefore the results of a fiducial free network
solution have to be transformed into the appropriate reference frame using e.g. Helmert transforma-
tions. It is of course necessary for this transformation to use known station again. The (mandatory)
daily transformations may also remove part of the geodynamical signal contained in the time series.
The fiducial free strategy has mainly been used for global networks. Global networks have the ad-
vantage that the scale of the solution and the station heights are quite well defined. For local net-
works this is not the case. More information about constraining and combining solutions is given in
Chapter 18.

With the Bernese GPS Software Version it is also possible to estimate the Earth’s center of mass.
This is only meaningful for global networks in combination with orbit estimation spanning a long
observation time period.
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11.3 Site Displacements

The capability to generate pseudo-kinematic solutions has been added to the Bernese GPS Software.
Because the partial derivatives for the station position are computed using the a priori station coordin-
ates, the distance of a moving receiver should stay within the linear regime of the partial derivatives.
This means that the moving receiver may not change its position by more than a few meters. There-
fore the “kinematic solution” will not work properly for fast moving receivers like e.g. airplanes or
cars. The pseudo-kinematic option is rather thought for applications like e.g. earthquake monitoring.

11.3 Site Displacements

The effects of the solid Earth tides have to be taken into account because they are at least one order
of magnitude above the accuracies currently obtained for GPS-derived coordinates. In the Bernese
GPS Software Version 4.0 we model the Solid Earth tides according to the IERS Standards 1992,
[McCarthy, 1992]. However, only the so-called “step 1” corrections are implemented. The “step 2”
corrections are currently neglected.

Other effects causing site displacements like ocean loading, polar tides, and atmospheric loading are
also neglected at present. These neglected effects are rather small but the GPS-derived coordinate
accuracies are approaching the level of these effects which is why they will be included in the next
release of the Bernese GPS Software Version 4.0

The station coordinates are also moving in time due to plate motions. When using ITRF station co-
ordinates one should also use the corresponding ITRF station velocities to map the station coordin-
ates to the epoch of the GPS observations. For this purpose program COOVEL is available but it
is not (yet) implemented in the menu system. For small networks plate motions do not play a very
significant role because all stations move in the same direction. Exceptions may be found in plate
boundary zones like e.g. the Mediterranean area.

If a site is not available in the list of ITRF coordinates and velocities we use the best estimate for the
station velocity using the Nuvel-1 no-net-rotation plate motion model. Nuvel velocities may be com-
puted using the program NUVELO. Both programs, COOVEL and NUVELO (both not yet included
in the menu system) may be run using the

ð ë0��ï�ô î command, see Chapter 3.

11.4 Coordinate Comparisons

The programs COMPAR and HELMR1 may be used to compare different coordinate solutions. The
program COMPAR may also be used to combine coordinate sets using the full station covariance
matrix. Because program ADDNEQ has similar, and more flexible capabilities, both programs are
discussed in Chapter 18.

Program HELMR1, Menu 5.4.2 , allows to compare two coordinate sets estimating a maximum of
seven Helmert transformation parameters: three translations, three rotations, and a scale factor. This
program is interactive, the user has the possibility to mark and/or exclude stations, and to change
the number of transformation parameters to be estimated. A batch version of this program, which is
called HELMER, is also available.
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11. Station Coordinates and VelocitiesÑHÕ�Ê�ÕÖ» ¾+¶�¯	¿Ï´�Ò�¶µ¾HÁUÐ	¶�¸	�¶�¯�À{À�¯�®�²Z¾�ÓZ¼�¯	�®�Àµ´	¼�²Ò	®	�³�®µ´�ñ	² ÿ>·µ¼	Ò+±ZÊ�È ¹�� Ô������	��
���������������������	���������%×´��������ÎÓ���������ÁÒ�¼�¼�¯	·Ï´+²�®�À	¶µ¾Û¹ ÿ>¶µÚ Æ�ÇÏ¹ÃÇ�Ñ��å¯�����Õ�Ò����HÕ>Ô������	��
����� ���������������	�!�������%×¿�¶�¸Z¼	ÒZ´+Àµ´Ã¶µ¾é¹ ÿX²Z¼ �å¯�����Õ�¿����HÕ>Ô ²Z¼�ü"�����	��
���������������������	�!�������%×Ò�¼�¼�¯	·Ï´+²�®�À	¶µ¾=» ÿ>¶µÚ Æ�ÇÏ¹ÃÇ�Ç�èÒ��$#��0Õ�Ò����HÕXÔ������	��
����� ���������������	�!�������%×±Ï¾+¶?¾�À�®�Àµ´	¼�²Î¸µ´	¾�À ÿX²Z¼ � Ô ²Z¼HÁ%�������&����'lü%�����	��
�Á(�����HÕ��������%×¼	���������ÎÓ������HÁÐ	¶�¸	�¶�¯�À ÿX²Z¼ � Ô ²Z¼�ü(���������)���*���������������'%×À�¯�®�²Z¾�ÓZ¼�¯	�¶�·ÙÒ�¼�¼HÕq»�ÿX²Z¼ � Ô ²Z¼�ü(���������)���*���������������'%×Ô+�	����,������ÎÒ�������'�Õw¾�,������$#Ûñ�¶µ¼	Ò�¶�²�À�¯µ´�ÒÏ×
Apart from specifying two coordinate files for the comparison the user may also specify a velocity file
to map the first coordinate set to the epoch of the second coordinate set. This, of course, is only useful
if some or all sites show significant displacements in the time interval between the two coordinate
sets. Furthermore, a file containing a list of stations may be specified. The stations specified in this
list will be used for the Helmert transformation. In the interactive mode the exclusion and marking of
stations may still be altered. Finally, two output files may be specified. The first contains an overview
of the Helmert transformation including residuals for all stations and the transformation parameters
(see Chapter 4 for an example of the Helmert output); the other contains the coordinates of the second
coordinate set after transformation, so it contains the second set of coordinates given in the reference
frame of the first set.

11.5 Merging Coordinate Files

The program CRDMRG, Menu 5.4.5 may be used to merge different coordinate files into one mas-
ter file. The program was developed mainly for use within the BPE environment in order to update
coordinates of new sites. With the Bernese GPS Software coordinates may be obtained in several
ways, which is indicated in the coordinate file with a flag (see Chapter 23 for a description of the
coordinate flags).

The coordinates may be taken from the RINEX file (RXOBV3), from code single point positioning
(CODSPP), from the data cleaning step (MAUPRP), or from the parameter estimation programs
GPSEST or ADDNEQ. With the program CRDMRG you may add the coordinates of a (new) sta-
tion easily to a “master” coordinate file by merging a coordinate file obtained e.g. by CODSPP with
the existing “master” file. Based on the coordinate flags the coordinates in the master file will be up-
dated or not. If e.g. the master file contains a GPSEST estimate for a particular station its coordinates
will not be updated it if you are merging coordinate results from a CODSPP run. However, if you
are merging coordinate results from an ADDNEQ run, the coordinates of this particular station will
be updated.
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12. Troposphere Modeling and
Estimation

12.1 Motivation

In view of the fact that orbit errors must no longer be considered as an important error source (thanks
to the availability of high accuracy orbits through the International GPS Service for Geodynamics
(IGS), see Chapter 8), propagation delays of the GPS code and phase signals due to the neutral at-
mosphere, i.e. the troposphere, probably are the ultimate accuracy limiting factor for geodetic ap-
plications of the GPS.

Let us distinguish two kinds of troposphere biases:� Relative troposphere biases caused by errors (unmodeled effects) of tropospheric refraction at
one of the endpoints of a baseline relative to the other endpoint.� Absolute troposphere biases caused by errors (unmodeled effects) of tropospheric refraction
common to both endpoints of a baseline.

Both error sources are dealt with in detail in [Beutler et al., 1988]. It is remarkable that relative tropo-
sphere biases invoke primarily biased station heights whereas absolute troposphere biases produce
scale biases of the estimated baseline lengths.

For local and smaller regional campaigns relative troposphere errors are much more important and
more difficult to model. To a first order the station height bias may be computed asV.- � V �0/12&354 M xwy�z (12.1)

whereV.- �����
is the induced station height bias,V � /1 ����� is the relative tropospheric zenith correction, andM xwy�z4�����
is the maximum zenith angle of the observation scenario.

In the above order of magnitude formula it is assumed that the satellites are uniformly distributed
over the sky above the observing sites. Due to the fact that the GPS orbits all have inclinations of
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12. Troposphere Modeling and Estimation676 o with respect to the Earth’s equator this assumption is not true, actually. [Santerre, 1991] studies
this effect in particular.

In any case eqn. (12.1) indicates, that a bias of only 1 cm in the relative troposphere leads to an error
of approximately 3 cm in the estimated relative station height!

According to [Beutler et al., 1988] the corresponding formula for the impact of an absolute tropo-
sphere error reads as V88 � V � /y9�: 2&354 M xqyZz (12.2)

where8
,
V8 �����

are the baseline length and the associated bias,V �0/y �����
is the absolute troposphere bias in zenith direction (common to both endpoints of the
baseline), and9;: �����
is the Earth’s radius.

Eqn. (12.2) says that an absolute troposphere bias of 10 cm induces a scale bias of 0.05 ppm, a relat-
ively small effect compared to the height error caused by a relative troposphere bias. Nevertheless the
effect should be taken into account for baselines longer than about 20 km. Again, a uniform satellite
distribution in a spherical shell centered above the stations down to a maximum zenith distance ofM xqyZz was assumed when deriving formula (12.2). The consequences of a non-uniform distribution
were studied by [Santerre, 1991].

In a certain sense an absolute troposphere error is very similar to an error caused by the ionosphere.
The main difference between the two effects is due to the circumstance that tropospheric refraction
is produced in the lowest levels of the atmosphere (99 % below 10 km) whereas the ionospheric shell
height is about 400 km. Tropospheric refraction tends to be much more site specific than ionospheric
refraction for that reason.

In summary, we may state that troposphere biases are orders of magnitude above the noise level of
the phase observable. Their influence thus must be reduced to make full use of the accuracy of the
observable by either of the following two methods:� Model tropospheric refraction without using the GPS observable (e.g. by using ground met

measurements or water vapour radiometers).� Model the tropospheric zenith delay in the general GPS parameter estimation process.

Both methods are widely used today, for both methods there are options in the Bernese GPS Software
Version 4. Before discussing the options available we briefly review some aspects of the theory.

12.2 Theory

Tropospheric refraction is the path delay caused by the neutral (non-ionized) part of the Earth’s at-
mosphere. The troposphere is a non-dispersive medium for radio waves up to frequencies of about
15 GHz (see e.g. [Baueršı́ma, 1983]). Tropospheric refraction is thus identical for both GPS carriers,
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12.2 TheoryB L and
B $ (and both, phase and code, measurements – see eqn. (9.14)). The tropospheric path delay

is defined by V � �=<@��9 
 S � d > � S 3 K p < |@? 1 � � d > : (12.3)

where
9

is the refractive index and | ? 1 � � the so-called refractivity. The integration has to be per-
formed along the actual path of the signal through the atmosphere. According to [Hopfield, 1969] it
is possible to separate | ? 1 � � into a dry and a wet component|@? 1 � � � | ? 1 � �A 1 |@? 1 � �B :

(12.4)

where the dry component is due to the dry atmosphere and the wet component due to the water vapor
in the atmosphere. About 90 % of the path delay due to tropospheric refraction stems from the dry
component [Janes et al., 1989]. Using the last equation we may writeV � � V � A 1 V � B � S 3 K p < | ? 1 � �A d > 1 S 3 K p < |C? 1 � �B d > � (12.5)

According to [Essen and Froome, 1951] we have| ? 1 � �A&D / �=E7E0� o0F  GIH K
mb J and | ? 1 � �B D / �'
 S ,��LK oNMGIH K

mb J 1 v �OE S P ( S 3 f MG $QP K $mb R : (12.6)

where
 

is the atmospheric pressure in millibars,
G

the temperature in degrees Kelvin and M is the
partial pressure of water vapor in millibars. The coefficients were determined empirically.

The tropospheric delay depends on the distance traveled by the radio wave through the neutral atmo-
sphere and is therefore also a function of the satellite’s zenith distance M . To emphasize this elevation-
dependence the tropospheric delay is written as the product of the delay in zenith direction

V � / and
the so-called mapping function < � M � : V � � < � M � V � / � (12.7)

According to e.g. [Rothacher, 1992] it is better to use different mapping functions for the dry and
wet part of the tropospheric delay:V � � < A � M � V � /A 1 < B � M � V � /B � (12.8)

Below, we will give a list of the a priori models for tropospheric refraction available in the Bernese
GPS Software Version 4. Each model has its own mapping function(s). It is worth mentioning,
however, that to a first order (flat earth society) all mapping functions may be written as:< A � M ��� < B � M ��� < � M � � S2&354 M � (12.9)

The following models to take into account tropospheric refraction are available in the Bernese GPS
Software Version 4:� the Saastamoinen model [Saastamoinen, 1973],� the modified Hopfield model [Goad and Goodman, 1974],� the simplified Hopfield model [Wells, 1974], and
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12. Troposphere Modeling and Estimation� the differential refraction model based on formulae by Essen and Froome [Rothacher
et al., 1986].

More models will be available in the near future.

Usually, we take the Saastamoinen model as a priori model to account for tropospheric refraction.
This model is based on the laws associated with an ideal gas. [Saastamoinen, 1973] gives the equationV � � 3/�\3l3�,l,SE7E2&354 M H  ?1 # S , 676G 1@3/�\3 6 * M 
UT�VXW $ M J : (12.10)

where the atmospheric pressure
 

and the partial water vapor pressure M are given in millibars, the
temperature

G
in degrees Kelvin; the result is in given meters. [Baueršı́ma, 1983] gives special cor-

rection terms
c

and
� 9

:V � � 3/�\3l3�,l,SE7E2&354 M H  ?1 # S , 676G 1@3/�\3 6 * M 
CcYT�VXW $ M J 1 � 9 �
(12.11)

The correction term
c

is a function of the height of the observing site, the second term
� 9

depends
on the height and on the elevation of the satellite. Only the former term is implemented in the present
version of our software.

In the model either measured values for pressure, temperature, and humidity or the values derived
from a standard atmosphere model may be used. If you decide to use surface met values stemming
from a model atmosphere, the following height-dependent values for pressure, temperature and hu-
midity are assumed [Berg, 1948]:  �   1 (�� S 
C3/�\3l3l3�,l, o (�� - 
 - 1 ��� f�Z $�$ fG � G 1 
C3/�\3l3 o 6 (0� - 
 - 1 �[ � [ 1 ( M K / Z /�/�/ p b�\ p�]_^a` K `cb�d (12.12)

where
 

,
G

,
[

are pressure, temperature (Kelvin), and humidity at height
-

of the site;
  1 , G 1 , [ 1 are

the corresponding values at reference height
- 1 . The reference height

- 1 , and the reference values  1 , G 1 , [ 1 are defined in the file ófehgòï0���ji0�0�l� î �lk and we do not recommend to change these values:- 1 � 3
m  1 � S 3 S v � , 6 mbarG 1 � S P � Celsius[ 1 � 6 3nm (12.13)

12.3 Using Ground Meteorological Data

Let us first discuss the implications of small biases in ground met data (pressure, temperature, hu-
midity) on the estimated station heights.

Table 12.1, together with formula (12.1), give an impression of the sensitivity of the estimated sta-
tion height (independent of the baseline length!) on biases in surface met measurements for different
atmospheric conditions. We see e.g. that in a hot and humid environment (last line in Table 12.1)
an error of only S m in the relative humidity will induce a bias of 4 mm in the tropospheric zenith
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12.4 Introducing Troposphere Data into the Processing

delay, which will in turn produce (using equation (12.1)) a height bias of more than one centimeter!
It is common knowledge that it is virtually impossible to measure the relative humidity to that accur-
acy; moreover the measured humidity is usually not representative for the entire environment of a
site. This is why experience tells that the estimation of troposphere parameters is a necessity if
highest accuracy is required and if only ground met data are available. Similar remarks are true
for temperature measurements. It should be possible, on the other hand, to measure surface pressure
to the accuracy level necessary (0.1 mm) to keep pressure-induced height errors harmless.

T P H oooqpsr"tp&u ooo ooovpcrwtpcx ooo oooqpsr"tpzy oooC � mbar % mm/C � mm/mbar mm/1%3 � 1000 100 5 2 0.6v 3 � 1000 100 27 2 43 � 1000 50 3 2 0.6v 3 � 1000 50 14 2 4

Table 12.1: Tropospheric Zenith Delay as a Function of Temperature T, Pressure P, and relative Hu-
midity H.

You should always keep in mind the orders of magnitude reflected in Table 12.1 when using ground
met data. Our conclusion is, that only if you are able to provide met values stemming from Water
Vapour Radiometers you have a good chance to get around the estimation of tropospheric zenith
delays. There is one exception to that rule: If you are working in a small network (diameter _ 10 km)
in a flat Earth environment with height differences _ 100 m (e.g. in the Netherlands) you may be
best advised by not using surface met information (using the a priori atmosphere model defined in
the software) and by not estimating troposphere parameters.

12.4 Introducing Troposphere Data into the Processing

Three programs in the Bernese GPS Software model tropospheric refraction:

CODSPP (see Chapter 10) may model tropospheric refraction using either the Saastamoinen or the
Hopfield model. The values for pressure, temperature, and humidity are taken from the standard at-
mosphere (see Section 12.2) using the reference values given in the file ólejgòï����hi��0�H� î �fk It is not
possible to introduce ground met data. If only poor a priori coordinates are available it may be wise
not to apply tropospheric refraction model.

MAUPRP (see Chapter 10) uses the Saastamoinen model with the standard atmosphere values. It is
not possible (and not necessary) to select the model in this program.

GPSEST, the main parameter estimation program, has many options to deal with the tropospheric
refraction. The user has to decide:

1) in Panel 4.5–2 which a priori model should be used for tropospheric refraction (there are four
models available at present – see Section 12.2),
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12. Troposphere Modeling and Estimation

2) which values for temperature, pressure, and humidity should be used (the values may stem either
from the standard atmosphere or from ground met measurements),

3) whether corrections with respect to the selected a priori model should be estimated.

We discussed the a priori models and the standard atmosphere in Section 12.2. In this section we give
an overview of the met data file types which may be introduced into the processing. The estimation
of tropospheric parameters will be discussed in the last section of this chapter.

When preparing a GPSEST run the user may specify the met files in Panel 4.5 . It is possible to
specify a list of met files. Each file has to contain the data for exactly one station covering the time
span of the entire session(s). However, it is not necessary to specify the met file for each station (for
stations without met data the a priori troposphere correction will be computed using the standard
atmosphere). The met files have the default extension k¥����� and they are located in campaign-specificì���� directory. You may either prepare these files manually (using an ASCII editor), they may be
transformed from RINEX met files using program RXMBV3 (see Chapter 7), or they may stem from
a PRPMET run (see below). There are four types of met files (see also Chapter 23). The first type
contains pressure, temperature, and humidity values:·Ï´	¾�À�¯µ´+½�± ½	¶�¯�²	¶µ¾+¶{�¶�À�Õ�Óµ´+¸	¶µ¾¾�À�®�Àµ´	¼�²þÁ�áZ´Ã��¶�¯	Í�®�¸	·Ùñ�³µ¾	Ì�É ±ZÀ�Ò ¬ ¸Z¼	Ò	®�¸=Àµ´Ã�¶�Ô ÐZ¼Ã±Z¯Z¾µ×£ûèÈ£À	Ä�³Zû?¹ú�ú�ú�ú �£·�·ÎÐ�Ð��=¾�¾÷³�³�³�Õ ³�³ØÀ�À�Õ�À�ÀØÐ�Ð�Õ�Ð�Ð¹ÃÆ�Ì�ÆÙ¹ÃÈ=¹òÊÙ¹ÃÌÝÈèÇèÆÏ¹�¹ÜÕ�Ê�È�¹�¹ÜÕÖ»	ÈØÉ�»HÕ�¹ÃÈ¹ÃÆ�Ì�ÆÙ¹ÃÈ=¹òÊÙ¹ÃÌÎË�ÈÝÑåÆÏ¹�¹ÜÕ�Æ�È�¹ÃÈlÕ�Ê�ÈØÇ�ÆlÕ�Ë�ÈÕ�Õ�Õ¹ÃÆ�Ì�ÆÙ¹ÃÈ=¹+ÑÝÇåÈÝÑåÆÏ¹+ÑHÕ�Ç�È ÉlÕ�¹ÃÈèÌ	Ê�Õ�Ç�È
The second type contains dry and wet temperature:¶�Þ�®	�³�¸	¶ÎÓZ¼�¯Î·�¯	ÄÎ®�²	·�Í�¶�À�À	¶��³�¶�¯�®�À�±Z¯	¶¡Ô ²Z¼�ÀÎ¯	¶�®�¸µ´	¾�Àµ´�Ò|{ ×¾�À�®�Àµ´	¼�²þÁ�áZ´Ã��¶�¯	Í�®�¸	· ±ZÀ�Ò ¬ ¸Z¼	Ò	®�¸=Àµ´Ã�¶�Ô ÐZ¼Ã±Z¯Z¾µ×£ûèÈ£À	Ä�³ZûÎ»ú�ú�ú�ú �£·�·ÎÐ�Ð��=¾�¾÷³�³�³�Õ ³�³ØÀ	·�¯	Ä À	Í�¶�À¹ÃÆ�Ì�ÉÝÇ=¹ÃÇ?¹ÃÈÎË�ÈèÈèÆÏ¹ÃÈlÕ�Ê�Æ�¹+»HÕ�ÇÏ¹Ø¹ÃÉlÕ�Ê%¹¹ÃÆ�Ì�ÉÝÇ=¹ÃÇ?¹ÃÈÎË�»åÈèÆ�È�ÉlÕ�Ç�È�¹+»HÕ�Æ	Êæ»�»HÕÖ»	ÆÕ�Õ�Õ¹ÃÆ�Ì�ÉÝÇ=¹ÃÇ?¹ÃÈ�Ê�ÈèÈèÆ�È�ËlÕÖ»µ¹Ý¹òÊ�Õ�¹�¹å»µ¹ÜÕ�Ë�Ç
The third type contains directly the total tropospheric zenith delays:¶�Þ�®	�³�¸	¶=¼�Ó�®{á�¶�²µ´+À�Ð�·�¶�¸�®	ÄÎÓµ´+¸	¶¾�À�®�Àµ´	¼�²þÁ�áZ´Ã��¶�¯	Í�®�¸	· ±ZÀ�Ò ¬ ¸Z¼	Ò	®�¸=Àµ´Ã�¶�Ô ÐZ¼Ã±Z¯Z¾µ×£û ¬ ¹�À	Ä�³Zû�Ëú�ú�ú�ú �£·�·ÎÐ�Ð��=¾�¾åá�¶�²µ´+À�Ð�·�¶�¸�®	ÄOÔ��×¹ÃÆ�Ì�ÉÝÇ=¹ÃÇ?¹ÃÈÎÈ�ÈèÈ »HÕ�¹ÃÈ�È¹ÃÆ�Ì�ÉÝÇ=¹ÃÇ?¹ÃÈÎË�ÈèÈ »HÕ�¹�¹+ÑÕ�Õ�Õ
Be aware, that if a met file of type 3 is specified, no a priori troposphere model is used and the tropo-
spheric delay in eqns. 9.14 will be simply the value given in the file (interpolated for current epoch)
divided by 2&354 M . The last type of met file contains the zenith delay corrections with respect to an a
priori model:
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®	·�·�²	¶µÚHÁ�Ë ¬ ·�®	Ä?»	Ë�ÈHüq®	�½�Õ Óµ´+Þ	¶�·�ü�³µ¼�¸	¶�ÁU»;³�®�¯Zº	Ë£·�®	Äµ¾;®�½Z¾ »�» ¬ ®�±µñ ¬ Æ�Ç=È�ÇlÁ�¹ÃÈ¾�À�®�Àµ´	¼�²�Á�áZ´Ã�Û¹òÊ�È�ÈÏ¹¥ZÈ�È	Ê ±ZÀ�Ò ¬ ¸Z¼	Ò	®�¸=Àµ´Ã�¶�Ô ÐZ¼Ã±Z¯Z¾µ×;ûèÈ�À	Ä�³Zû£ÊèÅ	¿�®�¸�±�¶µ¾	û ¹�µ¼+·Zû ¬ ¹ú�ú�ú�ú ��·�·ÎÐ�Ð;�=¾�¾ã·�·�·�·�Õ ·�·�·�·¹ÃÆ�Æ�ÇèÌ?¹ÃÇÎ»	Ë�Ñ	ÆÎÑ	Ç ÈlÕ�È�Ç�Ì�É¹ÃÆ�Æ�ÇèÌ?¹ÃÉèÇèÈÝÈ ÈlÕ�È�Ç�Ì�ÉÕ�Õ�Õ¹ÃÆ�Æ�ÇèÌ?¹ÃÌèÈèÈÝË ÈlÕ�È�Æ�»	É
The corrections with respect to the a priori model may be estimated in GPSEST or in ADDNEQ
– see next section. These estimations may be stored in tropospheric files ( Panel 4.5–0 ) with the
default extension kò� ð ô . One file (containing all stations) is generated by one GPSEST run. If you
want to introduce these estimations into a subsequent run, it is necessary to generate }%k¥�/��� files (one
per station) from the kò� ð ô file. This is possible with the program PRPMET. However, you cannot
start this program using the menu system. It is necessary to prepare the � – and

ø
–file manually (using

an ASCII editor). Examples for the input files ( ô ð ôl�/���0�lk����0ô and ô ð ôl����� ø k��Ü��ô ) may be found inólejg��Ü�0óhi .
CODE daily estimates of the troposphere are available through anonymous ftp ( ~h�����7�0~(k$~5���c���"k��s� )
in the directory ìE�ýë���� ø �0ôlehgò� î0� ë î � ð kÃì����ji for all the global sites processed by CODE. If you in-
troduce stations from the IGS network into your processing (the reason might be e.g. the correct
reference frame for you local network) it is a good idea to introduce the tropospheric delay estimates
for these stations into your solutions, too. When making consistent use of the CODE coordinates, or-
bits, Earth’s orientation parameters, and troposphere estimates for the IGS stations included into your
network, you are able to get results that are almost identical to those you would obtain by processing
your network data together with the global data.

12.5 Tropospheric Delay Estimation

We pointed out in Section 12.3 that, usually, the a priori model of the tropospheric delay is not
sufficient if highest accuracy is required. Therefore it is necessary to estimate the troposphere in
GPSEST (and ADDNEQ). We recommend to use an a priori model and to estimate only the cor-
rections with respect to this a priori model.

Local Troposphere Models

You may estimate the parameters of a local troposphere model. This model assumes, that the correc-
tion with respect to the selected a priori model for a station at height

-
and a satellite at zenith angleM is given by S2&354 M ����� /�� � � - 
 - 1 � � : (12.14)

where the reference height
- 1 is taken from the constants file ( ólejgòï����hi��0�H� î �fk	i ), and � � are the es-

timated parameters. Local troposphere models are not supported by the menu system. It is necessary
to edit the file ï�ô î � î �E��k����0ô before starting the program GPSEST (see Chapter 3). The relevant
part of the input file looks like
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¸Z¼	Ò	®�¸ÎÀ�¯Z¼+³µ¼�¾+³�Ð	¶�¯	¶=µ¼+·�¶�¸�³�®�¯�®	�¶�À	¶�¯Z¾HÁ¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬�¬µ¼+·�¶�¸ÝÅ	³�®�¯�Õ Ó�¯Z¼+ ÀZ¼Ô�Ä�¶�®�¯lü�µ¼�²�À�Ðlü�·�®	Ä�ü�ÐZ¼Ã±Z¯%×Ó ä�ä�ä ä�ä ä�ä�ä�äÎä�ä�ä�ä�ä�äHÕÖä ä�ä�ä�äÎä�ä�ä�ä£ä�äHÕÖä¬�¬ ÿªÁ ¹ Ë ¹ÃÆ�Ì�ÉÙ¹ÃÈÎ»	Ì�È�ÈlÕ�È ¹ÃÆ�Ì�ÉÙ¹ÃÈÎ»	Ì�»	ËlÕ�Æ¬�¬ ÿªÁ » Ë ¹ÃÆ�Ì�ÉÙ¹ÃÈÎ»	Æ�È�ÈlÕ�È ¹ÃÆ�Ì�ÉÙ¹ÃÈÎ»	Æ�»	ËlÕ�Æ¬�¬ ÿªÁ Ë Ë ¹ÃÆ�Ì�ÉÙ¹ÃÈ�Ë�È�È�ÈlÕ�È ¹ÃÆ�Ì�ÉÙ¹ÃÈ�Ë�È�»	ËlÕ�ÆÀ	¶�¯	 ®;³�¯µ´	¼�¯µ´Î¾�´�ñ��®Ó ä�ä ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�äHÕÖä�ä�ä�ä�ä¬�¬ ÿªÁ ¹ ÈlÕ�È�È�È�ÈÏ¹» ¹ÃÈ�È�È�ÈlÕ�È�È�È�È�ÈË ¹ÃÈ�È�È�ÈlÕ�È�È�È�È�È
In this example three local troposphere models (with polynomial degree

94�ê,
) are estimated for

three 24-hour sessions. The zero-degree term has to be constrained to zero for a local network (i.e.
the estimation of an absolute tropospheric correction is not possible). We recommend to use local
troposphere models only in local (distances between stations several kilometers) campaigns with
big height differences.

Troposphere Parameters for Individual Stations

The estimation of troposphere parameters for individual stations is much more common than the
estimation of local troposphere models. The total tropospheric delay correction

V � � � in eqns. (9.14)
is given by V � � � � V � y � 1 D � < y � 1 � M �� �21 V � �/����� < � M �� � : (12.15)

whereV � y � 1 D � �����
is the tropospheric zenith delay according to the a priori model specified. If stand-
ard atmosphere is used (no met files), this delay is time-invariant (depends on the
station height only),M �� �����
is the zenith distance (satellite � , station � ),< y � 1 �����
is the mapping function (each a priori model has its mapping function),V � �/����� �����
is the (time-dependent) troposphere parameter for station � , and< � M �� � �����
is the mapping function used for the parameter estimation. This mapping func-
tion may be different from < y � 1 . The user has to select this mapping function in
Panel 4.5–2.4.0 .

Let us give you several recommendations concerning the estimation of troposphere parameters for
individual stations:� In regional or global campaigns it is recommended to estimate troposphere parameters for all

stations.� In local campaigns it is recommended to estimate troposphere parameters for all but one sta-
tions (due to strong correlations between troposphere parameters and stations heights in local
campaigns).
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12.5 Tropospheric Delay Estimation� If tropospheric delays from global solutions are available (e.g. from CODE – see previous sec-
tion) for some stations it is recommended to introduce these values and to estimate troposphere
parameters only for the remaining stations of the regional or local campaign.� If water vapour radiometry measurements and high precision barometers and thermometers
are available you may generate a met file of type 3 by adding the dry and the wet components.
Then you probably need not to estimate troposphere parameters.

As stated above, the troposphere parameters
V � �0����� are time-dependent. In the Bernese GPS Soft-

ware a set of parameters
V � � may be estimated for each site, each parameter being valid within a

time interval � � � : � ��� L�� . Manually (by editing the ï�ô î � î �E��kZ�Ü��ô file) you may select the intervals al-
most arbitrarily. The menu system divides the entire session into intervals of equal length. The user
has to specify the corresponding options in panelÊ�ÕÖÑ ¬ »HÕ�Ê�Õ�È ³�®�¯�®	�¶�À	¶�¯{¶µ¾�Àµ´Ã�®�Àµ´	¼�²�Á&¾�´+À	¶ ¬ ¾+³�¶ZÒZ´+Óµ´�Ò{À�¯Z¼+³µ¼�¾+³�Ð	¶�¯	¶=³�®�¯�®	�¶�À	¶�¯Z¾ñ��	���������£®������������{¾����	#��HÁ ¾	�����������Î¾����������	�â¾����	#��HÁ>Ô�ÈlÕ�ÈlÁ�²Z¼;¶µ¾�À�Õ�×®�½Z¾�¼�¸�±ZÀ	¶ ÿ£ÈlÕ�¹ÃÈ ��# ®�½Z¾�¼�¸�±ZÀ	¶ ÿ£ÈlÕ�È�È�È�È��#¯	¶�¸�®�Àµ´Ã¿�¶ ÿ�ÑHÕ�È�È ��# ¯	¶�¸�®�Àµ´Ã¿�¶ ÿ£ÈlÕ�È�È�È�È��#¾	�����������Î¾����������	�â¾��������������	�0Á¾�À�®�Àµ´	¼�²Z¾ ÿ;²Z¼�²	¶ � Ô������	��
����� ���������������	�!�������lüq²Z¼�²	¶�ü¾+³�¶ZÒZ´+®�¸ Óµ´+¸	¶�Õ�Õ(��Óµ´+¯Z¾�Àlüf��¸�®Z¾�À%×¾���� ¬ ���.���£³������$#�����������Á´+²�À	¶�¯	³�¯	¶�À=²	¶�Þ�À£¿�®�¸�±�¶{®Z¾ ÿ£²�±��� Ô ²�±��Á"����#�º��������z��Ï´+²�Á�#c�����������Z×Å;³�®�¯Zº�¾+¶µ¾�¾=¼�¯£³�®�¯=´+²�À	¶�¯	¿�®�¸=ÿ£Ê � Ô�����#�º������������#c�����������Z×�®	³�³Ï´+²�ñ�Ó�±Z²�Ò	Àµ´	¼�² ÿ�Ò�¼�¾	á � Ô�Ò�¼�¾	á�����ÐZ¼+³�Óµ´Ã¶�¸	·�×
We refer to the help panel for details on all options. Please note that it is possible to constrain not
only individual parameters to the a priori model value(

�
absolute constraints), but also the differ-

ence between two subsequent parameters of the same station to zero (
�

relative constraints). For de-
tails we refer to [Rothacher, 1992]. Estimating a large number of parameters

V � � , with tight relative
constraints produces results similar to Kalman filter techniques.
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13. Ionosphere Modeling and
Estimation

13.1 Subdivision of the Atmosphere

The atmosphere is usually subdivided into two main shells, the troposphere and the ionosphere, be-
cause the signal propagation conditions are quite different in these two shells.� The troposphere — also called the neutral atmosphere — is the lower part of the Earth’s at-

mosphere which extends from the Earth’s surface to an altitude of about 40 km. The signal
propagation depends mainly on the temperature, the pressure, and the water vapor content of
the atmospheric layers (see Chapter 12).� The ionosphere is the upper part of the Earth’s atmosphere, located approximately between
70 and 1000 km above the Earth. The signal propagation is mainly affected by free charged
particles.

13.2 Motivation

You have to deal with the ionospheric refraction, i. e. with the term
W

of the observation equation
(9.14), in the following processing steps:

(1) single-point positioning (program CODSPP), if you do not use the ionosphere-free linear
combination (L3),

(2) pre-processing (program MAUPRP),

(3) ambiguity resolution (program GPSEST), if you do not make use of precise dual-band code
measurements by analyzing of the Melbourne-Wübbena linear combination (9.28), and

(4) parameter estimation (program GPSEST), if you do not use the ionosphere-free linear com-
bination (L3).

Note that ambiguity resolution is a special case of parameter estimation.
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If you process a small network analyzing single-frequency data and disregard ionospheric refraction,
you get a contraction of the network. The scale bias introduced in a GPS network by unmodeled iono-
spheric refraction is given in Table 13.1 (according to [Beutler et al., 1988]) as a function of the linear
combination (LC) and the maximum zenith distance M max processed. This scale bias is proportional
to the Total Electron Content (TEC), the total number of electrons in a rotation cylinder centered
around the line of sight receiver–satellite with a cross section of S m

$
. The TEC is expressed in so-

called TEC Units (TECU). Example: For L1 solutions with an elevation cut-off angle of S 6 o and a
TEC of 10 TECU, we may expect a baseline shrinking of about S 3�( 3/� S 3=� S �\3 ppm (or 1.0 mm/km).

LC Scale factor in ppm/TECUM
max

� P 3 o M
max

�=E 6 o M
max

�=E�3 o M
max

� o 6 o

L1



0.15



0.10



0.08



0.06
L2



0.24



0.16



0.12



0.10

L5
1

0.19
1

0.13
1

0.10
1

0.08

Table 13.1: Ionosphere-induced scale factor (per TECU) when neglecting the ionosphere

When only single-frequency data is available, GPS-derived ionosphere models are very efficient in
removing or greatly reducing the ionosphere-induced scale bias under homogeneous and moderate
ionospheric conditions (see e. g. [Wild, 1994]). For very small high-precision networks (with a max-
imum extent of about 10 km), we recommend to use — even if dual-band data is available — L1 data
only together with an ionosphere model (see e. g. [Beutler et al., 1995]). Such ionosphere models are
useful for other applications, too.

13.3 Theory

13.3.1 Introduction

The ionosphere may be characterized as that part of the upper atmosphere where a sufficient number
of electrons and ions are present to affect the propagation of radio waves. The spatial distribution of
electrons and ions is mainly determined by� photo-chemical processes and� transportation processes.

Both processes create different layers of ionized gas in different altitudes. The diagram indicating
the number of ions produced as a function of altitude is called Chapman profile. This profile, which
is a function of the solar zenith angle, is illustrated in Figure 13.1. Because of several transportation
processes in the ionosphere, the actual electron concentrations may differ considerably from those
estimated from the production layers.
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Altitude

Chapman profile

maxH

Ion production rate

Figure 13.1: Chapman curve of ionization rate

The degree of ionization shows large variations which are correlated with the solar activity; geo-
magnetic influences play an important role, too. The solar activity may be characterized e. g. by the
sunspot number, where one observes an 11-year cycle and in addition an 80- to 100-year super-cycle.
Figure 13.2 shows the monthly smoothed sunspot numbers L from 1950 to 1995. We see that the most
recent ionospheric maximum must have happened in 1989/1990 and that currently we are approach-
ing a minimum. The situation will deteriorate because the Sunspot cycle will soon be in the increasing
phase, with a maximum expected in 2001/2002.
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Figure 13.2: Monthly smoothed sunspot numbers

13.3.2 Characterizing of the Ionosphere

The state of the ionosphere may be described by the electron density
9

e in units of electrons per m
b
.

The impact of the state of the ionosphere on the propagation of radio waves is characterized by the
Total Electron Content � � ��<@�� 9

e
� > �j  > � (13.1)¡

Data obtained from ¢�£&£�¤¦¥q§&§�¨&¨&¨�©+ª�«z¬�©�s®&§�¯s°�±7²�³�´&±c§&°�µ�¶c·c§ and ¸&£�¤¦¥+§�§�¸&£�¤z¹�®�º&»c®�º�©+ª�«z¬�©�s®&§�¤&¼�s§&¬�¹�£�º�ª&§¹&½�¾s¿�¾c¬�£c¬&§ , respectively.
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The integral contains the total number of free electrons that are included in a rotation cylinder with
a cross-section area of 1 m

$
, aligned along the signal path > between receiver

9
and satellite À . In

geodetic applications the TEC � is measured in so-called TEC Units (TECU), where 1 TECU corres-
ponds to S 3 L p electrons per square meter ( S 3 L psÁ m $ ). For comparisons, the vertical TEC � v is formed
as � v

� � 2&3h4 M7Â : (13.2)

where M Â is the zenith distance of the signal path with respect to the vertical in a mean altitude of the
ionospheric shell.

The ionosphere is a dispersive medium in the radio-band — as opposed to the troposphere (see
Chapter 12). This implies that ionospheric refraction depends on the frequency of the signal con-
sidered. Neglecting higher-order terms we may write the ionospheric refraction coefficient for carrier
phase measurements as 9ÄÃ�� S 
ÆÅ 9 e< $ : (13.3)

where Å is a constant,
9

e is the electron content along the signal propagation path, and < is the carrier
frequency. Integration of (13.3) over the entire propagation path > taking into account eqn. (13.1)
yields the total effect of ionospheric refraction on phase measurementsV � Ã � <SÇ ��9 Ã 
 S �j  > �g
 Å �< $ with Å � F �\3 v ( S 3 L�È m s K $ TECU K2L : (13.4)

where � is the slant TEC.

Formulae (13.3) and (13.4) indicate that the index of refraction, and thus the refraction effect, are
proportional to the inverse of the squared frequency. Consequently, if two frequencies are available,
the ionospheric delay may be eliminated by forming the so-called ionosphere-free linear combination
(L3) according to eqns. (9.19) and (9.20).

In observation equation (9.14) we defined the term
W

which corresponds to the ionospheric delay on
L1: W � Å �< $L with < L � S � 6 E 6 F ,;( S 3 \ s K2L � (13.5)

Hence the ionospheric delay may be written asV � Ã �=É < $L< $ W : (13.6)

where we have to use the negative sign for phase observations and the positive sign for code obser-
vations. The resulting one-way range error

V � Ã , for GPS frequencies, may vary from less than 1 m
to more than 100 m.

The neglected higher-order terms include the actual higher-order terms of the Taylor series, the ray-
path-bending effect, and the effect of the geomagnetic field. According to [Brunner and Gu, 1991]
these terms may reach — on zero-difference level — a few centimeters for low elevation angles
and a very high electron content. Nevertheless, the ionosphere-free LC eliminating the first-order
term is an excellent approximation especially on the double-difference level, where the residual range
error (RRE), the difference between the ionosphere-free LC and the true range, is smaller than a few
millimeters even for long baselines.
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13.3.3 Influence of the Ionosphere on Different Linear Combinations

Table 13.2 gives an overview of the influences of two classes of errors on different linear combina-
tions (LCs): the original carriers (L1 and L2), the ionosphere-free LC (L3), the geometry-free LC
(L4), and the wide-lane (L5). We may distinguish between systematic errors like geometrical er-
rors caused e. g. by the limited accuracy of troposphere and orbit representation (“geometry”), iono-
spheric errors (“ionosphere”), as well as random errors like measurement noise (“noise”) or also
multi-path effects.

LC Ê Ë�Ì Ë¦Í Geometry Ionosphere Noise

[TECU]
6.05 1.15

[m] [m/m] [m/m] [m] [cycles] [m] [cycles] [m] [cycles]

L1 0.190 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

L2 0.244 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.78 1.65 1.28 1.00 0.78
L2 Î 0.122 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.56 1.65 2.57 1.00 1.56

L3 — 2.55 Ï 1.55 1.00 — 0.00 — 2.98 —
L3 with Ð�Ñ 0.107 2.55 Ï 1.55 1.00 1.78 0.00 0.00 2.98 5.30

L4 — 1.00 Ï 1.00 0.00 — Ï 0.65 — 1.41 —
L4 with Ð Ñ 0.054 1.00 Ï 1.00 0.00 0.00 Ï 0.65 Ï 2.28 1.41 4.99

L5 0.862 4.53 Ï 3.53 1.00 0.22 Ï 1.28 Ï 0.28 5.74 1.27
L5 Î 0.431 4.53 Ï 3.53 1.00 0.44 Ï 1.28 Ï 0.57 5.74 2.54

Table 13.2: Influences of the most important error sources on different linear combinations

LCs marked with a dash (e. g. L2 Î ) are formed when data from squaring-type receivers is processed,
where L2 is available with half the wavelength Ê�Í only. In this case the wide-lane (L5) ambigu-
ities ÐÑ are formed according toÐ ÎÑ*ÒÔÓ Ð Ì ÏÕÐ ÎÍ with Ê Î ÑÖÒ Ê¦Ñ�× ÓÒÙØ�Ú_Û5Ü�Ý m Ú (13.7)

Note that the above linear combination is superior to e. g. ÐCÎ ÎÑ Ò Ð Ì ÏNÐCÎÍ with Ê�Î ÎÑ ÒÞØ�ÚLÜ0Û�Ý m re-
garding the ionospheric influence. “L3 with Ð Ñ ” denotes the so-called narrow-lane LC where we
introduce the previously resolved ambiguities Ð Ñ (or Ð@ÎÑ ). Ë�Ì and Ë�Í are the factors to form the par-
ticular LCs based on L1 and L2. All errors are given in meters and cycles, scaled to the error on
the first carrier L1. Note that the information concerning the “noise” is based on two assumptions,
namely:ß

the measuring noise of L1 and L2 expressed in meters is of the same order andß
L1 and L2 are not correlated.

In this chapter errors related to the “ionosphere” are of major interest. We may recognize in Table 13.2
comparing the ionospheric errors expressed in cycles that the wide-lane linear combination (L5) is
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much less ionosphere-sensitive for ambiguity resolution than L1 and L2 (see also Chapter 15). The
relation between an ionospheric error on a particular LC and slant TEC (in TECU) is also given in
this Table. Example: An ionospheric bias of 1 cycle in L5 corresponds to ÝXÚ�Ýcà × Ø�ÚLÓ7á�ÒâÛ�Ú�Ý&Û TECU.

13.3.4 Ionospheric Effects on GPS Signals

On one hand irregularities in the ionosphere produce short-term signal variations. These scintillation
effects may cause a large number of cycle slips because the receiver cannot follow the short-term sig-
nal variations and fading periods. Scintillation effects mainly occur in a belt along the earth’s geo-
magnetic equator and in the polar auroral zone.

On the other hand a high electron content produces strong horizontal gradients and corrupts the ambi-
guity solution with geometrical methods. The only reliable strategy to solve the ambiguities in these
cases is the Melbourne-Wübbena linear combination (9.28) using data from P-code receivers. This
method very much depends on the quality of P-code measurements, which are often poor under Anti-
Spoofing (AS) conditions. A very high electron content only occurs in equatorial regions.

As a result of this, we classify ionospheric refraction intoß
a stochastic andß
a deterministic part.

13.4 Ionosphere Modeling

13.4.1 Deterministic Component

GPS-derived ionosphere models describing the deterministic component of the ionosphere usually
are based on the so-called single-layer or thin-shell model outlined in Figure 13.3. This model as-
sumes that all free electrons are concentrated in a shell of infinitesimal thickness. The single-layer
mapping function ã�ä may be written using eqn. (13.2) asã�äSå+æhç Òéèè v

Ò Ýê&ëhì æ Î with ì�íïî æ Î Ò ððòñôó ì�íïî æ�õ (13.8)

whereæ�õ�æ7Î are the zenith distances at the height of the station and the single layer, respectively,ð is the mean radius of the Earth, andó is the height of the single layer above the Earth’s surface.

The height of this idealized layer is usually set to the height of the maximum electron density expec-
ted (see ó max in Figure 13.1). Furthermore the electron density è — the surface density of the layer
— is assumed to be a function of geocentric latitude ö and sun-fixed longitude ÷ .
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Figure 13.3: Single-layer model

To measure the TEC, the so-called geometry-free linear combination (9.24), which contains iono-
spheric information only (see Table 13.2), is analyzed. The particular observation equation for phase
observations reads as øúù Ò Ï*ûýü Ýþ ÍÌ Ï Ýþ ÍÍ�ÿ ã�ä5å+æjç è åqöwõ�÷Xç ñ�� ù õ (13.9)

whereøwù Ò ø Ì%Ï ø Í is the geometry-free phase observable (in meters),û ÒâÛ�Ú ØSÜ��5Ý�Ø Ì�� m s � Í TECU � Ì is a constant,þ Ì�õ þ Í are the frequencies associated with the carriers

ø Ì and

ø Í ,ã ä å+æjç is the mapping function evaluated at the zenith distance æSÎ ,è åqöwõ�÷Xç is the vertical TEC (in TECU) as a function of latitude ö and sun-fixed longitude ÷ , and

�
ù Ò Ê�Ì�Ð�ÌwÏôÊ�Í Ð�Í is a constant bias (in meters) due to the initial phase ambiguities Ð�Ì and ÐÍ

with their corresponding wavelengths Ê�Ì and Ê�Í ; if a new ambiguity is set up for one
satellite, a new parameter of this type has to be introduced.

The Bernese GPS Software Version 4.0 supports two types of ionosphere models to represent the
deterministic component of the ionosphere:

(1) local models based on two-dimensional Taylor series expansions and

(2) global (or regional) models based on spherical harmonic expansions.

Note that the numbers enclosed in brackets correspond to the internally used model type numbers
(see Figures 13.5 and 13.7).
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13.4.1.1 Local TEC Model

The local TEC model — applicable in the vicinity of one or more dual-frequency station(s) — is
represented by è åqöúõ�÷0ç Ò � max�

�
	��


max�
�	���è �� åqö ÏUö � ç � å$÷*Ï ÷ � ç  õ (13.10)

where

�
max õ�� max are the maximum degrees of the two-dimensional Taylor series expansion in latitude ö

and in longitude ÷ ,è �� are the (unknown) TEC coefficients of the Taylor series, i. e. the local ionosphere model
parameters to be estimated, andö � õ�÷ � are the coordinates of the origin of the development.ö is the geocentric latitude of the intersection point of the line receiver–satellite with the ionospheric

layer and ÷ is the sun-fixed longitude of the ionospheric pierce point (or sub-ionospheric point), which
is related to the local solar time (LT) according to÷ Ò LT Ï���� UT ñ Ê�Ï�� Ú (13.11)

UT is Universal Time and Ê denotes the geographical longitude of the sub-ionospheric point. For
satellites at elevation angles of Ýcà × ÓXØ o with widely different azimuth, these sub-ionospheric points
can be separated by up to 3000/2000 km. Nevertheless, the representation (13.10) is not well suited
for regional or global TEC models because of limitations in the åqöúõ�÷0ç -space. More information con-
cerning local ionosphere modeling may be found in [Wild, 1994].

13.4.1.2 Global TEC Model

The global TEC model — which may be used for regional applications also — may be written asè åqöwõ�÷Xç Ò � max�
��	��

��
�	��

�� �� å ì�íïî ö�çnå�� �� ê&ë5ì �C÷ ñ�� �� ì�íïî �C÷0ç¦õ (13.12)

where

�
max is the maximum degree of the spherical harmonic expansion,�� �� Ò! å � õ��@ç � �� are the normalized associated Legendre functions of degree � and order �

based on normalization function  å � õ��@ç and Legendre functions
� �� , and

� �� õ � �� are the (unknown) TEC coefficients of the spherical harmonics, i. e. the global ionosphere
model parameters to be estimated.

Here we may use the geocentric latitude ö and the sun-fixed longitude ÷ or an equivalent set in the
solar-geomagnetic system as independent arguments. Further information concerning global and re-
gional ionosphere modeling may be found in [Schaer et al., 1995] and [Schaer et al., 1996].

Both ionosphere models represented by eqns. (13.10) and (13.12) do not provide a model for the time
dependence in the sun-fixed reference frame because the “frozen” TEC structure is co-rotating with
the Sun. However, there is always a time dependence in the earth-fixed frame.
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13.4.2 Stochastic Component

Short-term TEC variations are not modeled by eqns. (13.10) and (13.12). They will be interpreted
as noise of the geometry-free (L4) observable.

To model the stochastic component of the ionosphere, you have the possibility to set up the iono-
spheric term " of the double-difference observation equation (9.17) — rewritten in a simpler way
—

ø Ì Ò # Ï�" ñ Ú�Ú�Ú ñ Ê Ì¦Ð!Ì (13.13a)ø Í Ò # Ï þ ÍÌþ ÍÍ " ñ Ú�Ú�Ú ñ Ê�Í Ð�Í (13.13b)

as an unknown parameter, called Stochastic Ionosphere Parameter (SIP), representing the double-
difference ionospheric delay on L1 according to (13.5). One SIP per epoch and satellite (or satellite
pair) has to be estimated. To handle the huge number of SIP parameters, an epoch-wise parameter
pre-elimination is performed.

This parameter type is particularly useful for “dual-band” ambiguity resolution when using strategies
like the General-Search or the Quasi-Ionosphere-Free (QIF) strategy, which directly solve for the
L1/L2 ambiguities (see also Chapter 15). In the ambiguity-unresolved case Í , you have to define a pri-
ori constraints on the SIP parameters to retain the integer nature of the L1/L2 ambiguities, otherwise
you will implicitly get real-valued ambiguity parameters �%$ according to eqns. (9.21) and (9.22).

In addition, SIPs allow to continuously switch between a pure L1/L2 solution and an ionosphere-
free (L3) solution which is demonstrated in Figure 13.4 for a 20-km baseline observed in the rapid-
static scenario with a 5-satellite constellation [Schaer, 1994]. The formal accuracy of the coordin-
ates/ambiguities is plotted with solid/dotted lines. We may recognize in Figure 13.4 that (a) there is
a transitional zone where the a priori & for the SIPs is of the order of the a priori measurement noise
(4 mm), and (b) for a very large a priori & , the 8 dotted curves showing the formal accuracy of the
L1/L2 ambiguities go to infinity.

'
Neither L1 and L2 ambiguities ( (�) and ( ' ) nor L5 ambiguities ( (+*-,.(�)0/1( ' ) are known.
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Figure 13.4: Coordinates and ambiguity parameters as a function of SIP constraining

13.5 Estimation of Deterministic Ionosphere Models

13.5.1 Local Ionosphere Models

Local ionosphere models (type-1 models) according to eqn. (13.10) may be estimated with program
IONEST by activating Menu 4.7 .

35476 8:9<;>=@?BA�A:C�D:E
FGC>;@D<;�A�8:H>?:9>?JIB;�K�?:L
=>M>I�8:MBC@E>D N O PRQTS�UWV:XJY<Z@[1\>]�S�]:^�_B`>ZWVaS:`�\�_cb

CdV�e�f<_hgB`>S�]:\�FI�?:M<AWi<9>?�I�?:D�j1j>k�8�?lN�8:H�M<A�? O Pm=:;�K�?5no8:H�M<A�?pb;@q<A�?:9>r:M�jBC>;@D<A N O PRQTS�UWV:XJY<Z@[1\>]�S�]:^�_B`>ZWVaS:`�\�_cb=:;�;@9>KTC�D�M�j>?BA N O PRQTS�UWV:XJY<Z@[1\>]�S�]:^�_B`>ZWVaS:`�\�_cb?<=�=@?:D�j�9BC@=<C�jBCW?BA N%D<; O PsD<;�nt`�Y%VTZ@_%fc\>]@u
voQTS�UWV:XhY<Z@[l\>]�S�4RS:`�\�_cbA@j�M�D>K:M�9>Kw;@9�qBC�j N O PRQTS�UWV:XJY<Z@[1\>]�S�]:^�_B`>ZWVaS:`�\�_cb
;Wf<_@e�f<_hgB`>S�]:\�FC>;@D<;�A�8:H>?:9>?JIB;�K�?:LlNhC>;@D�j<A@j O PsD<;�nt`�Y%VTZ@_x_<ZyQT]J\>U@z<]@ucb9>?BA:CWK>i<M�L<A N%D<; O PsD<;�nt`�Y%VTZ@_x_<ZyQT]J\>U@z<]@ucb

In Panel 4.7 you decide whether you want to analyze the geometry-free linear combination of either{}|�~��
or ������� � observations. We recommend to analyse ������� � observations. Under

|
� � �5��� ���0� |�� �
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one or more zero-difference observation files may be selected. If you want to derive more than one
ionosphere model per session, you have to concatenate/split up the observation file(s) either on the
RINEX or the Bernese-binary-format level into the sub-sessions requested (see Menu 2.5.6.1 or
Menu 5.1 ), because program IONEST always takes all available observations. Furthermore you
have to combine the individual ionosphere model files created into one common file (see example
in Figure 13.5). For longer sessions (e. g. 24-hour sessions) it is much easier to generate a regional
ionosphere model (see 13.5.2) than a local model. But, if you want to produce a TEC model based on
one dual-frequency station only, you must use program IONEST, because program GPSEST, which
in principle supports both model types, requires single-difference observation files. Please note that
the estimation of local ionosphere models using program GPSEST is not recommended, because
this possibility is not menu-supported$ .
The estimated ionosphere models are used in further processing steps, therefore you have to spe-
cify under � |���| �5�5� ���}����|�~��}� an ionosphere model file name (e. g. � |�� ����� ). The ionosphere files
( ���<� |�� ) are stored in the campaign-specific �}� � directory. It is recommended to create a residual
file ( ��� ��� � ) containing L4 residuals is recommended, if you wish to study short-term TEC variations
like scintillations or Traveling Ionospheric Disturbances (TIDs). Use Panel 5.3.1 to browse through
these files.

In Panel 4.7–1 you may define some preprocessing options to mark outliers when processing
code measurements, or, to set up a new ambiguity parameter �

ù
(according to observation equa-

tion (13.9)) for each cycle slip detected when processing phase measurements. The model-specific
options include (a)

� � � � ���}�5� �}��� |�� , the minimum elevation to be processed, (b) � � ������� |�� ��� �� �}� �5� , the single-layer height ó (see mapping function (13.8) and Figure 13.3), (c)
~�� � �}�}��|
�~����}����| � ���5� ��� ��� �}������� ~�� and

~�� � �}�}��|
��~��5������| � ���5� ��� � � | � � � � � ��� , � max and � max of
TEC representation (13.10), and (d)

� ����� � � �!~�� � �}��� � ��� ��� �
~�{}|5�5��� � { � �5� ��� , the maximum
allowed sum ( � ñ � ) of both indices of the TEC parameters è �� to be set up. Note that the values
given in this panel are the recommended ones.

35476T��  C>;@D<;�A�8:H>?:9>?1IB;�K�?:L5FtC�D>8>i<j
jBC�j�L>? N O
8:[<]We<[<Z:^>]:\�\�`dV<¡5F8:9BC�D�j¢I�?BA�A@M:E@?BA N�D<;£O P¤k�?BAxZ@[xD<;Bb=>M�9�9BCW?:9hg<;@9hq�9>?:M�¥xK�?:j>?<=>jBC>;@D N�L�3¦O PsL:§hZ@[¢L�3cb8B;@L>k:D<;�ITC�M�LJK�?<E>9>?�? NJ  O Pm¨�n� ©n¤ª�nR§TbI:M�«54¤C�D�j>?:9>r:M�L1g<;@9xj>?BA@j N�3 O ¬©`dV�f<_<]:\9>IBAx;@gJ;@D>?l;@q<A�?:9>r:M�jBC>;@D N¢¨
47¨T O ¬p]@_<]@[B\
8:[<Z:^>]:\�\�`dV<¡l;We<_B`>ZWVc\�F8:9BC�D�jx9>?BA:CWK>i<M�L<A N�D<;£O P¤k�?BAxZ@[xD<;BbITC�D54®?:L>?�r:M�jBC>;@D NJ �¯£O u<]@¡�[<]�]:\H>?TC@E>H�j1;@ghj�H>?hL�M>k�?:9 N�3:¨�¨hO XT`>S�Z°¬p]@_<]@[B\K�?<E>9>?�?l;@gxK�?�r�?:L<;�8�I�?:D�jwC�DxL�M�jBC�j@i:K�? NJ  OK�?<E>9>?�?l;@gxK�?�r�?:L<;�8�I�?:D�jwC�DxH<;Wi<9hM�D:E>L>? N¢ª OI:M�«BCWI>i:IhK�?<E>9>?�?±C�D¢ITC�«>?�KJ=:;�?:g�gBC@=<CW?:D�j<A N¢ª O

²
In addition you have to prepare in a previous step the header of the ionosphere file to be introduced in program GPSEST.
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Figure 13.5: Example of an ionosphere file containing (two) local TEC models

Figure 13.5 gives an example of an � |
� file containing a two-session model. When joining individual
models, you have to guarantee that all models end with “ ¾}¿ ” and additional models directly start with
“ � |���| �5�5� ���}����|�~��}��� � ���}�5� ”, i. e. without title lines.

A series of zero-degree TEC parameters è ��� extracted from local ionosphere models is plotted in
Figure 13.6. These parameters roughly describe the TEC over the reference station(s) processed in
program IONEST. In this case the phase data of the permanent IGS station Zimmerwald has been
used to estimate 4-hour ionosphere models, which were then taken into account when processing the
3-dimensional GPS test network in Turtmann, Switzerland [Beutler et al., 1995]. In both subfigures
you see the typical diurnal variation of the TEC, which is dominated by the “bulge” co-rotating with
the Sun. The ionospheric conditions may vary considerably as visualized by the plots drawn with the
same scale (compare also Figure 13.2).
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(a) 1992 Turtmann campaign
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(b) 1993 Turtmann campaign

Figure 13.6: Zero-degree TEC parameters è ��� extracted from local ionosphere models

13.5.2 Global/Regional Ionosphere Models

The estimation of global/regional ionosphere models (or maps) is supported by the main para-
meter estimation program GPSEST, which may be started with Menu 4.5 . Note that the program
GPSEST implicitly processes double-difference GPS observations, as opposed to the program ION-
EST, which processes zero-difference observations. In the following paragraph we discuss the most
important options to be specified to estimate global/regional ionosphere model parameters (GIM
parameters).

In Panel 4.5 we recommend to select single-difference phase file(s) at ������� � �À� ~ � �}� � .
To save the estimated ionosphere models for further processing steps, you have to specify in
Panel 4.5–0 under � |
��| �5�5� �5�}�Á��|�~��}� � an ionosphere model file name. It is not recommended to
enter an IONEX file name under � |
��| �
�5� �5���Á� �}��� because this file type is used for test purposes
only. Both ionosphere-specific files ( ���<� |�� and ���:� � � ) are stored in the campaign-specific ��� � dir-
ectory.

In Panel 4.5–1 two parameters are essential: (a) the frequency to be analyzed (option
�}�}��Â � ����{ � ),��Ã

is recommended and (b) in the input field �
���}��� |
� , the selection of the station(s) to be fixed,
where � �}� is mandatory.

The setting-up of “special” parameter types

ù
has to be initiated in Panel 4.5–2 with � � � under�
� �}{ ��� �!�}��Â � � ����� . You will get Panel 4.5–2.4 , where you have to select

{}|5�
under � ��|�� � �� |
��| �5�5� �5�}���Ä|�~��}� �5� � � ��� � ��� � to set up GIM parameters.

Å
Coordinates, ambiguities, and orbit parameters do not fall into this category.
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In Panel 4.5–2.4.C , you may enter your model-specific requests. The
� � �}�}����|��º{}|5�5��� � { � �5� �� � ����� �5� � � ����� |
� should be set to ¿ for regional applications assuming a (maximum) session

length of 24 hours. A higher number of coefficient sets (models) might be appropriate for global
application.
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M�u�uB`�_B`>ZWVTU�S1CdV<Y<Z@[W¬pU@_B`>ZWV}FM%8:9BC>;@9BC%H>?TC@E>H�jl;@gJA:C�D:E>L>?JL�M>k�?:9ËNÍ3:¨�¨
47¨�¨JOÎX�¬L�M�jBC�j@i:K�?Ë;@ghE@?B;�I:M:E>D>?:jBC@=J8B;@L>? N 6�´
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� ���0� � � ��~�� � �}�}�º|�� �
�5� �5� � { � � ��� ����|
� � { � and
� �}��� � � ��|
�5~����Ï|�� �5�5� ��� � { � � �}� ����|�� � { �

correspond to � max and � max å@Ð �
max ç of TEC model (13.12). For regional models a lower max-

imum degree than given in the above panel should be specified (e. g. � max ÒÔà , � max ñ à ), depending
on the extent of the network processed. Assuming � max Ò � max, å � max ñ Ý ç Í GIM parameters per
session will be estimated.
For ��� ��� ¾ ~�� � ���5~�����{ � you may select either ���}����� { to create ionosphere models representing static
(or “frozen”) TEC structures in the sun-fixed reference frame which are referring to specific time
intervals or

~ � � � � � { to model the TEC coefficients as piece-wise linear functions � �� åmÑ�ç and � �� åmÑ�çrepresenting a (low-)dynamic ionosphere è åqöúõ�÷Sõ�Ñ�ç . If you select
~ � � � � � { , the TEC coefficients are

always related to particular reference epochs.
With the option ��� � ¾ � ��� �5~����5���5�}����{����}� � ��� you may decide in which reference frame the TEC
should be modeled, a � ��| � � �}�5�0� { or a � ��|�� �}� �}� ��� { frame.
With the setting

��� � � / � � � � for the
��|�� ������� ~��º|
� �}� � ��� � , the argument ÷ is computed according

to the right- or left-hand side of eqn. (13.11).
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It is recommended to set the ��� � � |�� ��� � ���5��� |
� ��� � � ����� ��� ��� to ó ÒâÛSØ7Ø km.
In the fields

� �}������� ~���|
� � ��|�� ��� �}� ��� { � |
�}� and
��|�� �Ä����� ~���|
� � ��|�� ��� �}� ��� { � |
�}� you

have to enter the coordinates of the earth-centered dipole axis Ñ , if you select � ��|�� ��� �}� ��� { for the
option ��� � ¾ � ��� �
~��}���}�5���5��{5�!��� � ��� .
We recommend to introduce weak a priori weights (e. g. 10 TECU) in the field ��� � � |�� �Ò����� � ���|
��{�|
����� � { � �5� ��� when producing regional models.

By selecting ���5� in the field � ��|�� � � � |���| �5�5� ���}�Á��|�~���� ��� � � ��� � �5� � in Panel 4.5–2.4 , you
may set up additional single-layer height parameters as unknown parameters. In that case GPSEST
requires an a priori GIM file — stemming from an initial program run — to be specified in
Panel 4.5 (field � |���| �5�½� ��|�~���� � ), because the parameter estimation problem is no longer linear.
Panel 4.5–2.4.C is automatically skipped and you will immediately see Panel 4.5–2.4.D . Please
note that this option has been designed for global applications only.
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47¨�¨JOX�¬ÕPm¨
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Using Menu 5.6.5 you may extract — among other items — GIM-specific information from
GPSEST output files by entering a file name for the ��� � ��� ��� � � � in Panel 5.6.5 . All ��� � files are
stored in the

| �}� directory.

Figure 13.7 shows an example of an � |
� file containing a global one-day model. To join a series of
global/regional models (type-2 models) stored in individual � |
� files into a “multi-session” model,
you may simply copy these files together in chronological order.

The GIM listed in Figure 13.7 is visualized in Figure 13.8. The typical “bulge” aligned with the Sun
( ÷�� Ø ) can easily be seen. The latitude band covered is indicated by two dashed lines.

* Coordinates of the geomagnetic pole can be obtained by telneting to Ö�×cØcÙ�Ú°Û<Ü�Ú¤Ý�Ù<Þ�Ù}ÚsÞ©ßBà ( á>âpã�Ú�á�äTä�Ú�åTæ�Úmç ) with the
user name èBéTê .
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Figure 13.7: Example for an ionosphere file containing a global TEC model
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Figure 13.8: GIM for day 073, 1996
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13.5 Estimation of Deterministic Ionosphere Models

Since 1 January 1996, the CODE Analysis Center routinely produces daily global ionosphere models
(GIMs) as an additional product. Apart from that, GIMs for the entire year 1995 have been computed
in a re-processing step [Schaer et al., 1996]. The corresponding � |�� files starting with day 001, 1995,
are available via anonymous ftp (see also Chapter 7). Regional ionosphere models for Europe —
routinely generated since December 1995 — are available on special request.

Figure 13.9 shows the mean TEC, which has been extracted from the daily GIMs produced by
CODE. This parameter roughly describes the ionospheric activity on a global scale (compare also
Figure 13.2).
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Figure 13.9: 1.5-year GIM statistics from 1 January 1995 to 30 June 1996

13.5.3 Application of Deterministic TEC Models

Deterministic TEC models may be used by two programs:ß
the pre-processing program MAUPRP and

ß
the parameter estimation program GPSEST.

The requested � |�� file has to be specified in the option field � |
��| �
�½� ��|�~��}� � in Panel 4.4.2
and Panel 4.5 , respectively. Both programs will automatically detect whether local (type-1) or
global/regional (type-2) ionosphere models are introduced.
Note that the single-positioning program CODSPP only supports a very simple ionosphere model
with “hard-wired” values for the day- and night-time electron content which is therefore not really
representative for actual ionospheric conditions.

Where can deterministic ionosphere models help in the GPS data processing?ß
In the pre-processing when large TEC gradients occur. But note, that short-term TEC vari-
ations are not reflected in the deterministic ionosphere models, i. e. strong scintillations will
still harm pre-processing.

ß
For the ambiguity resolution to make the ambiguity fixing more reliable by reducing the frac-
tional parts of (wide-lane) ambiguities, if you do not use (precise) dual-band code measure-
ments by analyzing the Melbourne-Wübbena linear combination (9.28).
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13. Ionosphere Modeling and Estimationß
In the parameter estimation step to reduce the ionosphere-induced scale bias in the GPS
network solution (see Table 13.1), if you process L1 and/or L2 observations and not the
ionosphere-free linear combination (L3).

13.6 Stochastic Ionosphere Modeling Technique

13.6.1 Estimation of Stochastic Ionosphere Parameters

Stochastic Ionosphere Parameters (SIPs), the terms " in eqn. (13.13), may be set up in Panel 4.5–2.4
(see ��� |�{ �}�����0� { � |
��| �5�5� �5�}� ��� � � ��� � �5� � ). In Panel 4.5–2.4.7 , you may specify then several
options concerning the SIPs.

354R¯B��ª�4¹35476 8:M�9�M>I�?:j>?:9J?BA@jBCWI:M�jBC>;@D5FtA@j<;>=>H�M<A@jBC@=wC>;@D<;�A�8:H>?:9>?18:M�9�M>I�?:j>?:9<A
A@_<Z:^dÉTU:\�_B`�^JC>ZWVTZ:\de�ÉT]@[<]x8BU@[<U°¬p]@_<]@[B\�F
?�8B;>=>Hc�°íTC>A�?J8:9>?p�°?:LBCWITC�D�M�jBC>;@D Nyk�?BAxO P¤k�?BA�n7D<;Bb?:LBCWITC�D�M�jBC>;@Dw;@gh9>?:g>?:9>?:D:=@?wC>;@D<;�A�8:H>?:9>?18:M�9�M>I�?:j>?:9<A Nyk�?BAxO P¤k�?BA�n7D<;Bb
M�q<A�;@L@i<j>?1M%8:9BC>;@9BChA:C@E@I:M1;@DJA:C�D:E>L>?JKTC�g�g>?:9>?:D:=@?1L>?�r�?:LËN%¨
4Rª�¯ Oë¬9>?:L�M�jBCWr�?1M%8:9BC>;@9BChA:C@E@I:M1;@g1C>;@D<;�A�8:H>?:9BC@=J9�M�D>KB;�Ihí:M�L�¥ËN%¨
47¨�¨ Oë¬pñ°¬©`dVTö�öB �ñ�ª

With
� � |�{ �÷¾pø0�
� � � ��� ¾ ��� � � � � ���0� |
� a special parameter pre-elimination algorithm working

epoch by epoch may be activated. This is a recommended procedure because of the huge num-
ber of SIPs usually set up. Note that the epoch-wise parameter pre-elimination may be enforced in
Panel 4.5–2.4.8 with

� � at
~ � ��� �î� |���| �
��� ���}� , too.��� � � � � ���0� |
�º|
���}�5���5���5��{�� � |���| �
��� ���}� �5� � � ��� � �5� � is the option where you may decide

whether you want to estimate SIPs on the double-difference or a quasi-single-difference level. The
estimation on the quasi-single-difference level should be used when defining so-called relative a pri-
ori & in

����� �}��� �}� ��� � � |�� �ù����� � � |�� � |
��| �
�5� �5� � {�� � �5~�|�� ø�� ��ú . If you eliminate reference
ionosphere parameters, the resulting SIPs are estimated with respect to a reference satellite, that
satellite actually, which is closest to the zenith.
An absolute a priori & must be specified in the field � � � |5� �}� � ��� � � |�� �Á����� � � |
� ��� � � �}�~ � �}�}���}�5��{5�������}�}� to get “hybrid” dual-band observations. By entering “0.00” no SIP constraints
are introduced. When using the General-Search ambiguity resolution strategy in combination with
the stochastic ionosphere modeling, we recommend to specify absolute a priori & between — let’s
say — 0.01 m and 0.1 m, and between 0.1 m and 1 m when using the Quasi-Ionosphere-Free (QIF)
strategy (see also Figure 13.4).
Relative a priori constraints between consecutive SIPs of the same satellite may be defined to
model the correlation in time of the ionospheric signal. This option may be used only if you do not
eliminate reference ionosphere parameters (option

�}� � � � � ����� |���|������5�}���}����{5� � |���| �
��� �5����5� � � ��� � ��� � ). This “SIP smoothing” might be useful e. g. for kinematic applications under quiet
ionospheric conditions.

Figure 13.10 shows the resulting SIPs for a European 600-km baseline of the IGS network. The ap-
proximately 12 000 parameters which describe the differential ionospheric delay on L1 have been
estimated in several program runs by defining time windows. Short-term variations like so-called
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Medium-Scale Traveling Ionospheric Disturbances (MSTIDs) with their typical periods of 10 to 60
minutes may be recognized.
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Figure 13.10: Stochastic ionosphere parameters (SIPs) describing the double-difference ionospheric
delay on L1

13.6.2 Using Stochastic Ionosphere Parameters

The main application for stochastic ionosphere modeling is ambiguity resolution using strategies like
the General-Search and the QIF strategy, both directly solving for the L1/L2 ambiguities. There is
another possible use as already demonstrated in Figure 13.4: By varying the a priori constraints on
the SIP parameters, you have the possibility to continuously switch between a pure L1/L2 solution
and an L3 solution.

Finally, we have to emphasize that “hybrid” dual-band observations contain in principle all inform-
ation concerning geometry and ionosphere. Therefore it is allowed to set up GIM parameters in ad-
dition to SIP parameters to instantaneously separate — in a single processing run — the stochastic
and the deterministic component.

Figure 13.11 shows a regional ionosphere model as derived from doubly differenced phase data of
one baseline (a) before and (b) after the QIF ambiguity resolution. Large values and rms errors for
the regional TEC parameters often occur due to the limited latitude range covered and may be ig-
nored — as in this example. The resulting “fractional parts” of the wide-lane ambiguities are shown
in Figure 13.12, when (a) no deterministic TEC parameters are set up and (b) GIM parameters are
estimated.
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(a) Before ambiguity resolution
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(b) After ambiguity resolution

Figure 13.11: Regional (or baseline-specific) ionosphere model
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(b) With IM

Figure 13.12: Fractional parts of wide-lane ambiguities indicating the (remaining) deterministic part
of the ionosphere
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